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Missouri Miner
A publication of the students of the University of Missouri·Rolla
February 3 , 1992

Twenty-Four pages

Volwne 81, Number 16

Rolla battles Hepatitis A
Andy Dooley
StafT Writer

I

Larry Polk
StafT Writer

Somali Factions AttackedBy US.
Helicopters - Four Cobra gunships
from the 10th Mountain division attacked one of Somalia' s warring factions Monday. US ground forces were
not involved. but Belgian ground
forces joined in the assault which
OCCUlTed 25 miles west of Kism ayu.
The attack was waged on Gen. Mo-

....~------------------------
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rect contamination of food or dishes
h!ll1dled by an infected person. A
person becomes contagious soon after exposure to the virus. though
symptoms usually donot show Up for
two to six weeks after ex posure.
After this incubation period. mild
flul ike symptoms
such as nausea. fever.
muscle or joint ac hes.
vomiting. loss of ap'
petite abdominal pain
and diarrhea may develope. In addition.

Earlier this month.
it looked as if Rolla was
making progress at
changing another of the
differences !>etween itself anc! . great cities
smokers may experi such as London. Paris.
ence a distaste for
and Rome. Thedistinc-cigarettes . and a few
tion is that Rolla has
patients experience
never been host to a
jaundice, a condition
major epidemic. Dewhere the skin and
spite a recent outbreak
whites of the eyes ap'
of hepatitis. the efforts
pear yellow . Most
of the Phelps County Patrons ofDenny'srestaurantin Rolla on thedaysofJanuary 11th, people recover within
Health Department 14th, or 16th have been recommended to receive a shot for two weeks to a month.
but due to the severity
havli ensured that this Hepatitis A, after a worker there was found to have the virus.
will continue to be the
of the disease. it is imcieve a shot. after it was found that one
portant to seek medical attention.
case.
According to the health depart- of the parents of an infected child was
Gamma Globulin shots can be
ment, there have been six confumed working in the food preparation area of
obtained by contacting the
cases of Hepatitis A in Rolla. Most of the restaurant.
PhelpsCounty Health Department.
Hepatitis A is the most contagious
these cases involved elementary
101 South Rucker. Any questions
school children. As a preventative of the five known types of hepatitis. It
about this disease can be direc~ ~
measure the health department has is transmitted in the feces of those
the Student Health Center'
been recommending Gamma Glob- infected with the disease. and can be
4284.
ulin shots to help prevent contraction transmitted by direct contact or indi-

World news and current events
lwned Said Hirsi' s troops who were
advancing on a rival faction led by
Col. Omar Jess. Gen. Hirsi ignored
two WJ1ffiings to cease his advance.
Hirs(' s attackonJesshroke a cease fue
a~ment which involved 14 Somali
iactions.
Two French UN Representatives
Killed By Ser-Croat Crossfire-Two
French peace keepers killed and three
more were injured during artillery
exchanges between Serb and Croat
forces today. The fata lities OCCUlTed
in the Krajina area of Croatia while the
injuries OCCUlTed in the area ofZadar.
Two Killed in Mystery CIA
Shooting - Two people were killed

of the disea<e in anyone who has been
incontact with an infected person. The
health deparunent also began recommending that anyone who ate at
Denny's restaurant on January II th,
i 4th. or 16th between the hours of 6
P.M. and 3 A.M. contact them to re-

when an unidentified gunman opened
fue on the main gate of the Central Intelligence Agency in Langely. Va.
Witnesses revealed that the man was
in his twenties. wearing an army
jacket, and randomly fuing at cars.
Witnesses were unsure of'the type of
weapon used by the assailant. The
attack OCCUlTed at eight AM (ESn
when a large number of CIA workers
were appearing for work.
Mixed Feelings Over Military's Ban On G ays - A recent NeW'
York Times/CB S News poll reveals

Researchers receh{,p money
from new UM progtam

~===========7'fopuses.

=
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NewsServJ

ROLLA ,via. - Eleven University of "iissouri-Rolla researchers
recep.'iy received more than SI77 ,000
!'Nil) a new University of Missouri
System program designed to promote

fesearch.
The newly created UM System
Research Board awarded $1 million to
I
see World, page 15 38 researchers on the system' s four

A total ofSI77 .886 went
to six research projects at UMR.
The research board. made up of
'2 faculty members from the four
campuses, was created last spring.
System Presicier.t Gecrge Russe ll
appobted the board ~o award the
grahi3. which range from 53.000 to
S5(I.llOO and finance studios in the
scien:es and the hl:mar.iiics.
The grants awanJcJ to UMR reo
searchers are as follows:

see Research, page 6
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. . . . What's Up at UMR
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Wednesday
~30 am

6:00 pm

Intercollegiate Knights Meeting/104

t'

-

,: ~O pm SUB: 2nd City ComedylCutieman Hal l

6:00 pm SpelunJcel'$ Cllub Meetingl204 McNutt

9:00 pm SUB: 2nd City ComedyICastleman Hal l

' :00 pm Etta Kappa Nu Meeting/103 EE

ORDER OF THE DAi::DDALIANS GATE-

McNutt

Reswne Wrilin, Seminar/Mark Twain

WAY SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM

' :30 pm Hanl GlidinS Dub meetinlfIOS ME

.:!: JO pm StuCo Lawy:ri\Valnut

3:30 pm Rosume Writinl Seminar/201 Norwood

' :30 pm BSU Worship

Offe.. $2,000 schol.,.hip. Elelibility:

6:15 (NIl Blue Key Meetingl216 :.!E

Sunday

;oPA 's , O\'er 3.5

6:30 pm American Soc:!ClY of Civil En,ineetS

1:00 pm AKA Sprin, Rushr.-li..ouri

Hall

Mt,. 114CE

' :30 .... Alpha Ph i Omela Mtl ./MIrl< Twain
5:00 .... Swlmt A"i' ; ty Fcc BoonliWainut

,:38....

5:00 pili Student Mass
7:00 pm Tau Beta S ilm> Mt,./139 OE

Intetviewin, Skills ScminarlMiuouri

campai

trainin, in act i\' i ti~ letdin, to c:arttru. c:ommil lioned mili.. ry pilot . See Cpt. '!\'hite. 310 Ham.

ing crie
COUld

Hall. for detlils Iltd application forms Must be

l)eIl1OC

P.... uited by: MorellI. 19J~

l)eIl1OC

mE RETIRED omCERS ASSOCIAnON

decled
mere i,
loyallY

' :30 pm VoiCH oflnspiration/TJ South

7:00 .... AIOtEiG· 3 Oem

7:30 .... Society of Minin, EnI./104 McNutt

" 30 .... Amenellt Nuclear Soc,
.",. .... GeololY Iltd GeophyaiCl &<minar. Shea

Pmland "New En'; .....",..,..1GeoKimca Fton·

7:00 p.

9:00 .... NcmIlt Mus

Monday

SL """ Comm itlCe

(TROA) fORT LEONARD WOOD CHAP·

TER off...llcholal'lhip for 199f ia tbe _ I o f

tim; Coos... GeoIOJY. Oil Spi.... Iltd CoM...

LIltd Lou."· Room 204 McNutt

$SOO . Ele,ibil ity:
7M .... Do"", to Earth Meeting/210 MeN.. t

5:31 .... UMR Women' , btiIt<IbIlI VS UMSLal

7:lt .... Luthnan Bible au.

SL Louio

Int .. mural Badminton Due

" " .... Spelunker', Dub/104 McNutt Hall

• MUll be mitiwy officer or depended of &he
..... e

1M & xppitiphi.

. . . . . iWiiii)'

....ri

tioD ReqUCll Packet forthe W_ 1993 SemcsIcr

• Mull be recommonded by a R.W nOA Chap-

wiD be anilable. It can be pic:l<ed up In the SIuCo

1ft member

Office. 202 UCW. duri", o/f"",

6... 1* GDI GO\'emo..
1:00.... S.. rfIeet/ Marl< T"",in

EIa Kappa Nu Me<tinIfIOJ EE

• UndrrJraduate or ,ndUilc scudcru

Noday
Jill.,

"00 p.. O ri ltian CamPU' Fellowobip M"./Mis·

1:01 .... Gamin, Auoti.tion GaminJ/l1 I CE

"" p.....

D

nco~ended

• Demonstrated interest in pwsuio& , ~di~ ,or

':JC (l1li BSU Bible Study

now. (9:00.3:30

• Hi&h ICbooI ~ UMR llOIIItripII required

pm) . Thio pocket io due bod< at s...co no IaIer

...... be atleul. half-a1llC _

thIlt Frida,. F........, S, Itt3

See Cp. White. 310 Ham. HaD. for dclail,lltd
applicatioD fonno.

Friday

': IS .... Blue Key Meet!ng/216 ME

GOI Movie Ni&ht SUB ~iovi..: South Cenlr';/

' :30 .... A.SQC/201 En,. M".
6:30 p. Ameritllt Society of Civi l En,ine<l'$

' :30

pili

3:00 pm Gaminl Auotiation Gamin&fUCE

101" ./211 McN
3:3 ~

..... UMR T ..p Iltd Skeet Dub Need to do

50mething to relieve some stress? Want to le:am

7:00 pm Tau B.... Sil m> MlI./1J9 ChE

how to shoot . , un w eJy? Come join us! in T-2
7:00 pm Fortcpiano Concerto featuring Terry

(the white building behind the library). You don 't

Martin. associate profeuor. of mU5ic " Linden-

have to have a your own Jun.

CaJl Jeffrey W.

Spencer at 341-8420 or Jim David at 364-5684
Room 1J S.
Admission free, but tickc:ts are required. T ickets J for more infonnation. Everyone is welcome!

wood Colle,e.

see Aid, page 17

Tuesday

1:30 pm Muslim Student """c.

Interfraternity Council RUlh Cbaianan

Financial Aid

' :00 pili KoinuniaNCE

104 ME

Mtl·114CE

ApplicatioD deodline: ...... It••"3

7:$1: ,.. Alcoholico AnonymOlll Mt, JWalnut

:):30 pm: JU&&line Club at Miner Recreation

Association of En& inecring Geologists Mtci204
McNutt

3:30 . 4:30 pm Test Anxiety I'roinom/TJ Hall

5:30 pm Soc. of Women EngJMi ssouri

availab le at the university Center-West ticket

.:30 pm Oti Eps ilon Smoker/ I 14 CE
6:00 - 9:00 pm InterVarsity Quutian Fellowship

:00 pm Alpha Oi Siama

Meetin ~ · 3

O E

~~~---------------7:00 "'-<:Ollese Republic:ans 204 IU.S

~
7:30 pm Soc. "
0,------ - - .~ Eng.n04 MeN

Meeting/Maramec

':30 pm Inlcrfratcmity Council Meeti.na/216

':3~ ..,en InterVarsity Christian FellOWShip Mtg.

9:00 pm

N C\I."Tr. ln

Mass

Next
Wednesday

Duro Rivers Chapter of the Nil.'

9:30 a m Juggling Club at Miner Recreation

own transportati on
12:30 pm Newm an Scipture

1:30 pm Adult Children of Alcoholics Ml g./20 1
No rwood Hall

4:45 pm Toastmasters Mtg.1 Mark Twain

. Asst. New8 EdJtor .. --...•..•... .:........... _; ...... _ .. _........ - ... - .. _ ... Mike

t ... v

10

provi de their

Asst. Featu res Editor -- -... - ..•... -... - ...•. ..•. ..•.. - . .•...•. .. - ... ·· LYll ette n n m n'er

Intramura l ManagerS Mrg.

Sports Ed itor (Joc kTock).•........ ..•.. . ..•. .•... . . .. .. ~hrtstoph er Goo (3'64-0989)
~-OS S OUR I

BASKETBALL VS.

SOUTHERN

meet the group in the
noon University Orators Chapeter of Toastm as·

ticipants should bring a sack lb.,c:.h . For mo re

ters Intern ational Missoori Room •

'~7_

Assl Sports EcUtor

.~

. . .........•.... , ... -.-.-... -... -...•. -.•..••. -•.... -...Joe Honlbu rg

Photo Ed l tor ..•••.... _ •.. .••. '" .••.••...•..••... -•.••.•..• ·· ···~········ Brett Good ntw i .

parking lot below Bagnen~m an 11 :00 am Par.

infonn ation ca ll Cynthia Hoban "

Uni \'e~it y

Center East. For more infonnation call Sieve

Copy Mwwger _. ..•...•. .••.. _...•...•..•.. .••.. _..•_..••.. _. ·"':':Ilm Ockcrv (364 ' 1201)
SlnfTWr urrn ' Elliot Cla Vin . Sqllll!:l. Roger Arnanll , K..C. Snyder, Heather Sphar
J nmetl Barnes . Mark Crowford . l..C"e Hili
Ko.us htk Pal. Ml ltm l CIU:11 . KJllgshook Ghofth , CarmcIIUI Gulkrrez
Grnnhlc A rtJ.1W·
Mlng. Mike Ma tthews . J ohn Stork. Davtd Tntters ha.ll. MJk.e
Weila nd. Olnar Metwolll
Advert"""" RCllfQc n lau\$'" J eremy Buchwl(IO, Keith Jenlcek
Pbp lo g npbe(S J a80n HWl8en . Mike VCllcgo nl
~

Watkins al 34 1·632 1

INDIAN ASSOC IATION MOV:E NIG :-rr
l.r.JO pm StuCo lawyer/Walnu t
SUB MO\'ie: South Centra l/I 04 ME

oh _

3:30 • 4:30 p'TI T ips for Talking w/Profes sors

5:30 pm O i Epsi lon Meeting/I 17 CE

6:00 pm Pi Tau Sigma Meeting/216 ME

~ t~ ewa

FC".atUt'e8 Editor _ ··_···_ ·······_· ·_···_···· ···_··"":""· ·· ······-Jody Lukslch 1364:8989)

Place of m-..... ing: Kroger parking lot to carpool to
Ossage Beach ~ose wishing

DI~~. r ..: ..... . . -. . . -...•...:.:'... -.... -.:.-.~ .• ~~.-.~lt·~Yki$011 .

;.. ;;Nt. Editor · .•...-. .. -.. _........ .. .. :............ -. . .... ~- . . ·Franclne BeJmka (304·~9!C»" .

Saturday
Beac...to view eagles fo r the group 's outing .

... \t\~{: ~ ~~i-tJ5Ing

O n:-uta tlon --,.• -. . ••~ .-~.~ . - .• ~- ••. --. -- .•..••. -•..• ..-.:; .••~:~;•.-Mike M.ntth~ (364- 1433)

Mtg./G-3 ChE

na l Audubon Society will travel to Ossa ge

Thursday

Advertblng Olr.ccloc •...•..••. .•. .•••.. . .. -. . . •.• ~-. .. -. .•-pu.n OeArm~ud (36'~'~Tn

7:00 pm Ameri can Soci ety of Mechanical Eng.

9:30 pm The

:~~I;~1~.~~~~~tt~~'~~~;!~P;;t~~t~~(!:1fA
···;i:t~;~~~~;:~::::: :~;·~:::~~:;:::::·~:0:=::===:::::~Z::::::;~~:'•. .:
. Business Manager ~.·- . . --.- .•..••. . • -·· •... - .. - .-- .. -•.·.•.J mon DQIe. (3:6·4 ..a908)

7:00 pm Show-Me Anime!2 12 McNutt

~ mg

8:00 pm Cycling Club MtgsJ-I- I Ro

McN

' :3:) pm Student Council Mtg./M eN

-------~,~~----8:00 pm Kapp' Ka ppa Psi
.

l OlA Norwoodl-lnll
U nlvel"M itY of Misso11l1· Ro Up
Rolla. MOGS40 1· 0249

12:00·7:00 p m SUB In door Socce r

Prognm TJ Hall

1:00 pm UMR SWI M~-o NG VS . ~-oLUK I N

5:00 pm Student Act ivity h~ Board./W. lnu l
•
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Conservatives The truth. (:\QPJ.lt Homg§~x:uals and thei~ :litest;yles
corner
Over th~ past fe~mon,ths:1 have;cad sever.al anti-homosexual articles in the Miner. I arn .~ g~9inale; and in re~ding ,

-

Cl4110N

oCIl\p.

During the last' year' s election
campaign,'one 'of Bill Clinton 's rallying cries was that government gridlock
could be ended if we would elect a
Democratic president to go with the
Democratic Congress. Well, he got
elected, and now he's learning that
there is more. to gridlock that party
loyalty.
The legislative branch ofout government has always been stronger than
the executive- Alexis the Toqueville
recognized that a century and a half
ago-=-and it has always suffered from
a tendency to !!y II1).d arrogate more
power to' itself ' This seems to be a
natural tendency of all legislatUres
everywhere ::-:-:' iii &giand: for
ample, the Parlil!ffieni gradually loOk
over the government from the King .
America's history has seen many
struggles between legislature and executive' but over the long term equilibrium has been maintained, as the
Founderintended. Maintained, that is,
until twenty years ago, when !'1l executiv~ political scandal (Watergate)
gaye a Con~~~ss controlled by the oppbsition a chance to greatly expaiid its '
pOwer. Measures such as the Budger
Control Act, the Campaign Financing
lAw, and the Was Powers Act all
served to weaken the presidency and
enhance the power of the Congress.
Butat the same time the accountability
of the Congress has lessened due, to
the new financing measures, franked
mailprivileges, and more sophisticated gerryniande~s . . ' .. _
.
The result is an Imperial Congress, in which a ruling caste of Democrats and moderate ~epublicans maintain themselves permanently in office
while continually expanding their
powers and pushing big government
into more comers of American life.
Not even a serious scandal like the
House Bank is enough to unseat these
potentates. What makes this really
alarming is that the ruling majority of
Congress no longer pays attention to
the wishes or interests of the people;
instead it serves the special interest
lobbies whose campaign contributions
keep it in office.
As Bill Clinton is soon to discover (and is already encountering a
taste of with his policy on gays), any
program which goes against the
wishes of the Congressional poten[aleS is liable [0 die a quick death, and
any attempt [0 block the Congress's
wishes will produce [he dreaded "gridlock." Since Bill is of the same party
as the Congressional rulers, he will be

'ex-

Ige 17

see Hobart, page
~
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To the Staff of Student
Services;

Health

As winter, and more appropri these articles; my emotions have ranged from fear, to being humOred, to appalled disillusion. qne thing IWillnp,l.do here.. a[ely, flu and cold season are upon us,
is respOnd to any particular article. IJound ea.;h and every on~ (If them 'base on loose facts iak~n oil~ of cOI¥xf llnd en,·. you will be chronically busy.
hanced withbigotty ,.m'f~unded prejudices, hysteria and yea, Ignorance. Let '5 take iliat one ~tepftirihei,;:.pll!!;. sru.Pldity.
Please try to understand [hat each
So': let me say aiew w"rds.
. . '
. .•., . . . . . .
student who visits you, although have
First; America .. SC;~eone who ha~ lived his entire life in oppression, I am fervent believer in thej deals and principle's the same symptoms as the twenty
upon which:'Ameri~~""fas founded. AriJ.erica is a place where people from ail over,the world, jj-omall ~alksoflife, .can before him, is there for his first visit
.come in search of~ getter life, fl'le f~om oppression; a place where the ex~rcise of each and everyin~li~n~ble~tilnanright because he hopes that you can make
· becbmesseif-eVid~;;~ .Is thiSrea\ity? N~.So, nowlask: How can any decent person:-vi)o believe~mAketi~.~prin~iples him feel better. Even though it is oband hum~ ri~hts e"e~~gin to e~t~~ain or t~letate prejudice and the legalized denial ~f ihe~e, hWnan rights? '
viously "just a cold" to you, [0 that
America it is no;V, is a country l:>ig~try an<!, hatted. (Sounds harsh., I know, but the. Y.i~wis diffeii:hi .when the ' student, it is [he reason that he might
. not auend or even pass a class. And as
students that is important to us.
•Mosipeople; espe~~alIY ~uropean~, reaiiY have Ji'lirdtime undei'standini~liat's going orthe(';, .Th~re'~ ~ g~ri¥r81sense'
Some who visit you may be
of disbelief.iiiw~i~l1ing· ournati()n qebaie over whichgroup sho~ld be d~nied civil \Uld human Bgh~> Thiriit al19ut thai hypochondriacs, but that should be
·
Second, exactly whQare gay ~~ple? Well, ydu 'veprobably heard it. before. We ' reoy~ur faillers (y~d;~ther$), obvious by the records that you keep.
,brothers, si$~rs, uncles, fourth cousin.$ t~ice reJlloved, preachers, teachers, c.la~sma\es, the'guyor girrsitting.i\exqo you,. The rest of us - well, we're justtrying
·It!e .fr~t bpy, ~e. sorority girl, the .ac.~o~ntant, the'cpns[rutuon worker, the engineer; [he actor, the h~c()rd90rilp~y ·owner, . to make it through the semester with
the CEQ, etc., Ow-," lifestyie7 Ol)ce ~d for aICour"lifestyle" is the everyday"lifestyle";6ufIifestYle n,m sthe .gamut. our health and wits about us.
W~have fa'milie.s, w~h~vechildren, Myadopwdchildren~elucky, theY're gro~ing up withQutig~orlince~orh~ired. Ba.
Please understand that we are nO!
there just to give you more paperwork
or expose you to more illnesses. We
are there to get well. We are 16 [0 60
and have put our trust in you. Please
treat us with the respect that we deserve.
"speclal'~flght? 'JII'?; It'sdi(ferelltfrorn wh~tar:e ~sedto,but It' swh~t .mamage ls~a hfeum~5Clt1U1Utmellt~t\Veefltwo
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"I'll sayNO when they say NO"

The United States government has declared a war on drugs. The
United States spends millions of tax payer's dollars in drug research, as
well as drug enforcement. But how serious can our government be when
they allow the most abused drug to be legal (That would be alcohol)? Why
do candidates accept tens of thousands of dollars from breweries,
distilleries: and tobacco companies for campaign contributions.
.I'II.say no when they say nol Well that sounds pretty good. I wonder
how govemor Mel Carnahan would react to that phrase. He received over
$50,000 from Anheuser-Bush to support his last campaign (his opponent,
Bill Wester, also accepted over $50,000 from the St. Louis based
Anheuser-Bush). Anheuser-Bush also
donated $500,000 forthe first Presidential debate at Washington University. That is a good way to say no and sell out.
I'm sure students form SI. Louis remember when Mayor Schoemehl
awarded August A. Busch Jr. SI. Louis Man of the year. Sure the man did
a lot for the town. But ff I was one of the biggest drug dealers (beer is a
drug) in a country, I'm sure I could buy the title of Man of the Year. What
a great role model Busch is for today's youth. Could you imagine a child's
paper on "What I want to be when I grow up." It would read: "I want to be
just like August Busch Jr. I could coerce the young to buy and use my
drugs. If a couple die along the way it is obvious that people don1 mind.
However, since a brewery cost too much to start i'" just sell other drugs."
Now is that the way the government/society ways no to drugs?
Many questions have been left unanswered, and I will leave a few
more. With President Clinton admitting to have unsuccessfully tried marijuana, and Vice President Gore (and his wife Tipper) claiming that they
smoked marijuana in college, how are we suppose to react? But it what
they did two decades ago as bad as the example boeing set today? With
.congressman like Senator Kennedy flaunting around Washington D.C.
portraying town drunks, why can't we? I'll say no when they say no.
Maybe government officials should start accepting the drugs itself instead
of monetary contributions. That does sound more convenient for both
24- . parties.
by Tom Intagliata

~-----------------------
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The word Islam was derived from
the Arabic root "shn" which meant
The Anti-Military Establishment, among other things peace, purity, submission and obedif nce. In the religHistorically, the emotional po- ious sense the word Islam means sublitical elite have held the view that the mission to the \vill of God and obediU.S. military-complex should be con- ence to his law. The connection besistently thwarted and devalualed due tween the original and the religious
to its lack of moral progressiveness. meanings of the word is strong and
The empowerment of [his group of in- obvious. Only through submission to
tellectuals by the Carter Administra- the will of God and by obedience [0 his
tion left the U.S. military in a horrible law can one achieve true peace and
state of disrepair. Much of the current enjoy lasting purity.
national debt was accrued in the ReSome people caU Islam "Mohamagan Administration by rebuilding the medanism" and address the believers
military to the level [hat allowed Presi- in Islam as "Mohammedanism, and if
dent Bush to swiftly achieve his mili- its followers are called Moham[ary goals in the gulf war. The loans medans, there are seriously wrong
taken by our government [0 pay for the implications. This misnomer implies
rebirth of our military have not yet that the religion takes its name after a
mortal being, namely, Muhammad.
been paid out.
Muhammad was only a mortal
If we consider the great expense
required [0 build and maintain the being who led an exemplary life. He
current military readiness, we should was living proof of what man can be,
come to conclusion that it would be and of what he can accomplish in the
fmancially irresponsible [0 allow an- reahn of excellence and virtue. Moreother Carter-like stand-down. Thank- over, Muslims do not believe that Isfully , President Clinton appears to lam was founded by Muhammad, alsupport a strong military readiness; he though it was restored by him in the
will at least mainlain the current mili- last stage of religious evolu[ion. the
tary equipment with a surplus of spare original founder of Islam is no other
parts. U.S. soldiers will still enter than God himself, and the dale of the
combat with confidence in themselves founding of Islam goes back to the age
and [heir equipment.
of Adam.
From [he above we conclude Iha[
However, Presiden[ Clinton has
the true name of the religion is Islam ,
see Gungoll, page 4 and those who follow it are Muslims.
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Gungoll

Alyone n

from page 3
rent military readiness. can we really
afford to tinker with thi s elite military
"culture" (by condoning Ihe lack of
discipline inherent in overt homosexuality) for the sake of moral progressiveness? President Clinton did not
understand the purpose of the military
as a young man and appears to not have
found any understanding since . Let us
hope that the Carter-Clinton inte llectual elites have not found a new and
more effective way to implement their
time-consistent goals.
by Tim Gungoll
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Sunnywall Flowers, 1107 Pine, 364-3161

not escaped Ihe influence of the emotional political elite; Iheir sense of
moral progressiveness has taken a new
imperative (lifting Ihe ban on homosexuals in the military). The new
imperative totally contradicts Ihe
growlh and history of what has come to
be the "culture" of the military. President Clinton on one hand claims Ihat
all "cultures" have the right to exist.
and on Ihe other hand he forces rules
on some "cultures" that will lead to
their ultimate destruction. Again. if
we consider the costs to build the cur-
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Features '
UMR's Amateur
Radio Club

Endangered rain forests

WOEEE
SOURCE
r

Down to
Earth
SOURCE
AIe you interested in the exciting
world of amateur "ham" radio? Would
you like the opportunity to talk to
people from all over the world as well
as our own United States? We invite
you to join WOEEE, UMR's Amateur
Radio Club. We promote the use of
amateur radio and provide local services such as running three local repeaters and providing W lAW code practice each evening on 145.45 MHz. Anyone may join our organization
with the goal of becoming a licensed
ham radio operator or upgrading. Our
meetings are held on the last Thursday
of each month in the club station. We
also hold an open house each Thursday
night from 7:00 to 8:00 for ham and
non-hams. We have recently added
two new repeaters to the area.
WOEEE now runs on 443.825 MHz,
1284.6 MHz, and our preexistent
145.45 MHz. If you are interested in
joiljing W{)EE~"~lr beco~.8 ~ ![- ,
censed ham radio operator, coniact
Gavin Buffmgton (NOECQ) at 3414347/364-9524 or via e-mail at
gbuffmg@phYsics.umr.edu. He can
also be contacted on any of the three
WOEEE repeaters.

;,

The world's rain forest are currently being burned and bulldozed at
an average rate of 96,000 acres per
day. Toput intoperspective, that is 10
square city blocks per minute. This is
a very alarming rate considering only
2% of the earth's surface is covered
with rain forests . Let's investigate the
consequences of this destruction.
Dangers to Climate, Rain forests
have powerful control over the earth's
climate. They greatly influence temperatures, wind, humidity and rainfall
in many parts of the world. The current uncontrolled burning is poisoning
surrounding farmland and drinking
water, and pouring into the air more
carbon dioxide than surrounding forests can actually cleanse. Thus a major
contributor to the greenhouse effect.
Drugs & Medicjge, Although
rain forests cover only 2% of the
earth's suItace, they support over half
!lie earth's wild plants, trees, and animal life, including sources that provide one quarter of today's existing
drugs and medicine. However, 99 %of
rain forest vegetation has yet to be
evaluated for its medicinal value. An

estimated 1,400 varieties of plants
offer promising new cancer treatments. In fact, the country of Panama
has capitalized on this by reserving
part of its rain forests for research by

many rain forest plants drive off insects by producing their own repellents. That is, harmless substances
which may be the answer to nonpoisonous insecticides. It's ironic that

American pharmaceutical companies.
World Hugger, Current food
crops are as productives as they are
because researchers are learning how
to interbreed them with their disease resistant rain forest relatives. Also,

forests are burned to produce farmland. Farmland without trees and plant
life quickly and inevitably becomes
barren and useless. You know, at least
they could do is clear, not bum, the
trees to make wood products, right?

~ The rain forests are habitat to over half the world's wild animal
species, of which almost none can
survive else where. Now consider the
fact that ~ of the rain forests have
already been destroyed. Plain and
simple, their natural habitat will very
soon be gone.
Now try to inlagine within the next
generation, a world without rain forests, half the world 's wild spec ies
population wiped out, a major source
of food and air purification gone , and
a world entirely overpopulated. Imagine possible cures for cancer and AIDS
gone up in smoke. Well, this is what
you can do. Foremost, you can write to
the National AIbor Day Foundation at
100 AIbor Ave., Nebraska City, NE
68410, and ask them to send you an
information package about "Rainforest Rescue". In addition , you can
write to or call Congress and ask them
to encourage foreign governments to
put strict bans on rain forests destruction and preserve them for pharmaceutical research. U.S . House Washington, D.C. 20515. U.S. Senate Wash. ,
D.C. 20510. Congress: (202) 2243121. Every letter that Congress receives can make a difference. They'll
take notice (and action) if they receive
a couple thousand from us.
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1y.,r,lUId like to address, this situ,•. 'aiiorifroln a logical point of vie~.

provided , by its Parents, it w()Uld
probably die. But; jiiii io be fair, leis

'"i"....m, "Will;"';:';:;;;';I~o~~r~~n~~o~~t~!~~~~~
thirly-fo/frdays

oflife.)IY~9;ne~~~si
~
Iasrf~r more

this gi'ilce period could

:§;:~~~~~~f!i~~~\iWt;t<~~i~~~it~~~gliu:;:: ~~-i~~iec~so~~ , ~~:g~~r::;so~~~C:~~~I~a~;~ ~~t~~:r~:s~~~:;,:o~~j~~diS~~
losophi~s you' wouJd b~)iiiid pressed ,not'ialive." According to them it is an
to'd~ny 'the v31idiiYii{tliis si~tement. "invi~bie' tissue ml\Ss" which leeches'
The curr~nt 4eba'te over' a :')II9miiri~s, ,'fOod, shelter, and protection from· th~

1

", Iol)e survival. If 'you agree that this ,
paragraph is'logibal,then fueie should
be a iawallowirig for the ~bortion of a
~g,httoc~OO~e~:h.~.diyi~edt~en'a~ion l moth7rs bodr.' In their eyes, this un- child until three years from Us first
Into warrmg •.f~cllons; With very little boro "chIld IS nothing more than a
birlhday.There:can be little argument
'''middle ground" . for those with little troublesome, un,wanted parasite.
if this child is alive or if the aforemenor no opinion t9 stand OIl. The cries of Another arguinent' they,(iSe'1S that the ' tionel ' batbaric practice ' is murder.
There also exists the arguinent that the
"ml!rderer" aSsaiilt the~'Pro,Choice" fetus is not '''alive'' because, 'were it
groups while "~o~Life;' grbups, are removed from the mother's body; it
fetus parasitically lives ,off of the
often greeted )'lith ille terms "fascist" , would not 1)e able to survive. As hard
mother. Thi~ is wholeheartedly true.
andi'Bible-th~pe~." Even whenPro- '~s it 'is \0 say, ,they have some very But again we must extend thi,s analogy
Choicer-'s winasm~ll victory (su~h,as good' points. I feel that this argument
completely. If you really think about
it, often college students leech money,
the Supreme Court ruling tha't denying shqu\d and has to be extended to it 's
abortionS would bc!,i:mConstitiitiohai), "full "cope.
support, shelter, foOO~ and many other
(feel, and 1 am sure many agree
things offoftheirparellts until they are
they d 9ny havirig'g~ed any headw~y
and',instead cf"im that they 'are worse \ '1ithme, that an offspring's ability to
at leasi, eighteen, and, often for much
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My advice to many,.of th,(~pro:{
Choice" advocates is ihis: Be caMu! "
what you ask for, 'cau~~ yOtljusd~ighl..
get it. Treat your parents well, o('they .'
might abort you just before your So< ;
phomore, Junior, o~ Senior years. "
Think of what you would'have dQn~' if
your parents had "aborted'.',§ ou around":
your tenth birthday instead :ofgiving ,
you that nifty new bike~ If you iiskme, '"
.I'd MUCH rather have the )\ice, nifty, .,
new bike.
Uncle Larry

...__________________":""____.;..___..:.______..:.____________...;__.;.......____ _ ,;;.;..:.:J
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Believe it or not KMNR is
making a stab at actual programmingo Well, Kind of. We have
two semi-professional productions on the air this semester.
THE GRATEFUL DEAD HOUR
will air Sunday nights from 11 to
Midnight and again on Thursdays
from Noon to I. This usually
involve s live and little heard recordings from the Dead. Fun for
the wholefamily. Punk fans will
want to hear MAXIMUM ROCK
'N' ROLL, a one hour show that
airs Midnight to I Sunday nightl
Monday morning as well as
Wednesdays from Noon to I ,
Quality noise from all around.

I
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SAE designs rad io-controlled aircraft Engineers Banquet to be held
lift was not equal to the weight. Even
so, UMR placed 40th out of 59,
outsc0r}ng even such prestigiou s
schools as Princeton (their team failed
to show up).
The team is back this year with renewed enthusiasm, and has plans to
build five aircraft. Three will be of the
conventional configuration (wings
forward, tail aft), and the remaining
two wiu be of a (possibly) recordbreaking canard configuration (canard
forward, wings aft). The competition
will be held in Wichita, KS, on May
14-16; two entries from UMR will

endless. These problems include insufficient time, funds, materials and
SAE
personnel, inflexible deadlines, and
SOURCE
report-writing, to name a few. However, it is a lot of fun , and is a very rewarding experience.
The Radio-Co ntrolled (RIC)
It also demonstra tes the applicaCargo Aircraft Competition is one of
tion of scientific principles (such as
the student design competitions of the
the aforementioned principle in which
Society of Automotive Engineers
lift needs to equal weight in order to
(SAE). It involves the design, manumaintain flight).
facture, and flight of a radio-conIf you are interested in working
trolled cargo aircraft.
on this exciting, dynamic project, you
Student branches and clubs from
can! The team currently needs people
around the world compete against
to work in development, experimental
each other in an attempt
data generation, conto airlift (and safely
slru~tion, and report
land) the !lighest paypreparati on (CAD
load weigh( over a given
drawings
too) .
course. Last year the
ALSO, there is a need
maximum official payfor a pilot. The aircraft
load weight lifted was
will be very different
18.0Ib. The competition
in handling and perhas a tradition of deformance from "normanding great physical
mal" RIC aircraft; you
and mental endurance
could expand your pifrom the members of the
loting horizons. Imagrival teams that seek to
ine the challenge of
win the trophy.
piloting a 1O-lb canard
aircraft which is carry91,',. Heug
Last year was the Members of SAE show orr their pride and joy.
ing almost 20 Ib!
first year that students
You donot need to
from UMR entered this competition. compete, one of each aircraft
configu-. be a member of SAE to work on this
The trip is remembered by the spe:- ration.
project; it is open to all UMR students.
tacular crash of UMR' s er.tty in the
If you would like to partrcip"ate , conmiddle of its cargo run: one side of the
The RIC Cargo Aircraft Compe- tact Jim Ockers at 364-1207 or Steve
wing broke outboard of the root. The tition allows students to be involved
ill Haug at 364-9559, or come to the
resulting loss of lift resulted in the a Real-World project; the design
and Friday meetings at 3:30 in the ACOllSaerodynamic condition wherein the problem-solving opportunities
are tics Laboratory (MEl 16).

Castleman Hall presents fortepiano concert
News Services
SOURCE

ROLLA, Mo. - The University
of Missouri-Rolla presents a fortepiano concert at 7 p.m. Wednesday, Feb.
3, in Room 138 of Castleman Hall.
10th and Main streets.
Dr. Terry Martin. associate professor of music and head of the music

'----:

,- - -

--_._--_._ ---"

department at Lindenwood College in France"; and Franz Josef Haydn's
St. Charles, Mo., is the featured pian- "Capriccio in C Major," Hob.
XVIl:4.
ist.
Martin has performed fortepiano
programs in Missouri 'and MassachuTIckets are free and available on setts for the Westfield Center for Early
a flJ'St-come, flfst-serve basis f~om Keyboard Studies. He also :>erforms
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at the ticket win- solo recitals. chamber music and condow in University Center-West. For certs with orchestra.
more information call 341-4219.
He is an accomplished singer,
Martin will perform Carl Phillip voice teacher. choral director and
Emmanuel Bach's "Rondo in C Mi- church musician as well as an expert
nor," H. 283 and "Fantasia" in F on the life and music of Frederic
Major, H. 279; Jan Ladislav Dussek's Chopin. He . his wife and three chil"The Sufferings of the Q:Jcen of dren live in Sl Charles County.

- _.. _--------------

.------.~. - .--------

News Services
SOURCE
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ROLLA, Mo. - The University
of Missouri-Rolla' s National Engineers Week banquet will be held at6
p.m. Friday, Feb. 19, at Zcno's Restaurant, Martin Spring Drive, in Rolla.
National Engineers Week is Feb. 1420.
Speaker for the event will be Dr.
Wes Stricker of Rolla, who will speak
on "They Said It Couldn't Be Done ...
Greenland Expedition Society Discovers The Lost Squadron."
Cost of the dinner is $12.50.
Tickets may be purchased by calling
Glenna Grisham in UMR's mechanical engineering department at 3414262, or by contacting any Missouri

So;:iety of Profession al Engineers
(MSPE) officer, director or sponsoring organization representative.
The dinner is being coordinated
by the Rolla Chapter of MSPE and the
Mid-Missouri Section of the American Society of Civil Engineers . Sponsors for the dinner are the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, the
Institute of Electrical and Electronic
Engineers, the American Nuclear
Society, the Society of Mining Engineers , UMR's Minority Engineering
Program, UMR' s student chapter of
the American Society of Civil Engineers, the Society of American Military Engineers , and UMR' s School of
Mines and Metallurgy and
School of Engineering.
National Engineers Week isanationwide celebration to honor engineersand to encourage young men and
women to join them in the tasks of
fmding solutions to technical challenges.

UMR hosts "Dynamics of Structures"
News Services
SOURCE

engineers a review of available methods for analyzing and designing structural systems.
The short course registration fee
is $1,600 and covers refreslunents.
course notes and two textbooks . To
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For more information about the
The course is designed to help course. contact the
course director.
civil, structural and geotechnical engi- Dr. Shamsher
Prakash. UMR profesneers understand how structures and sor of civil engineerin
g. at (314) 341stn.cture foundation soil systems re- 4489. or Norma
Fleming. course coorspond to earthquakes, and to give dinator. at (314)
341-4200.

Research
-Dr. LokeshR. Dharani,associate professor of mechanical and aerospace engineering and engineering
mechanics . and Dr. Douglas Carroll,
assistant professor of basic engineering, received $40.548 for "Development of Durable Hybrid Ceramic
Matrix Composites."

from page 1
- Dr. St~ve E. Watkins, assistant
professor of electrical engineering;
Dr. Anthony Okafor. assist211t porfessor of mechanical engineering. and
Dr. K. Chandrashekh8i ~ , associate
professor of mc!chanica l engineering.
aerospace engine,,,'ing • and engineering mechanic s. received $39,300 for
" Damage Assessment and Control of
Smart Composite Structures ."

- Dr. James Bogan. professor of
art, received SI5.000 for "The HamThe UM System Research Board
mock Sonata: A Documentary Film of includes two UMR professors : Dr.
Amazon Life."
Daniel W. Armstrong, Curators' Pro- Dr. John L. Schmitt, associate fessor of chemistry . and Dr. Walter
professor of physics, and Dr. Barbara Eversman . Curators' Professor
of
N. Hale. professoro fphysics. received mechanical and aerospace engineer$22.000 for "Binary Nucleation ."
ing.
- Dr. Donald Myers, professor
- Dr. Laird D. Schearer. Curaof engineering management and direc- tors' Professor of physics, and Dr.
tor of research services. received Ttrnot!:y J. Gay. associate professor of
$17,038 for "Corporate External physics. received $44,000 for " LaserTechnolog y Assimilation."
Dolarized 3He Neutron Spin Filter."
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Miners split during the week, move record to 12-6
Earlier I spoke of a foul-fest that
was going on in the fIrSt half. It
continued in the second half also, but
UMR was the only team fouling. Over

Joe Hornburg
Asst. Sports Editor

On Tuesday, Jan. 26 the Miners
travelled . to Southwest Baptist for a
tough conference battle. UMR beat
SBU earlier in the season in front of a
home crowd. The crowd on the road
was not so friendly.
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second conference loss of the year.
Bill Jolly led the Miners in scoring
with 21 points. A remarkable statistic
from the game is SBU hit 35 of 41 free
throws including 22 of24 in the second

early on a Chris Dawson three poinier
and kept rolling until Lincoln called
timeout with 16:43 left in half, and the
score 14-3 UMR. A jumper by
Dawson and a three point basket by
Mike PlU11Ieley gave the Miners a 12
point lead. Lincoln whittled away at
the lead and wi.h 4:20 left in the half
Lincoln took a one pomt lead 39-38.
They stretched the lead out to six, but
could take itno furtherthan that. UMR
made a charge at the endofthehalf and
a three pointer by Bill Jolly with :07 in
the half cut the lead to one point. The
halftime score was UMR 49, Lincoln
50. In the high scoring first half the
Miners where led by Mike Parmeley
who was five for eight from 3-point
range. Jolly and Dawson also lit up
from 3-point land as the Miners whcre
long range bombing.

SB U scored the first seven points
of the game to break out to an early
lead. Two free throws by UMR guard
Bill Jolly tied the gam~ at 12-12 with
\0:35 left in the first half. A three
pointer by forward Chris Dawson
capped an 11;3 re" by the Miners and
gave them a 23-15 lead with under
7:00 left in the half. The remainer of
the half was a free throw contest with
both teams fouls adding up quickly.
That allowed the Miners to take a 3432 lead into halftime.
At the beginning of the half both
teams battled hard for the lead and at
the l li: OO mark it was tied ~··2-42. The
Miners then took the 'lead' wi.' 10 outside shot from Donnie Brown gave
UMR a 60-54 lead with under 7:00 left
in the game.

boulihe
direclor,
. profes·
14)341·

:.'
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the last 7:00 UMR was outscored 25-3
bySBU. Of those 25 points 15 were on
free throws. The fmal score ended up
at 79-63, and the Miners got there

.

~

On Saturday the Miners where
ready for another MIAA game. This
time though it was a home game and
the opponents where the Lincoln University Blue Tigers. UMR got the lead

.

-.

-

half. That is where they wrestled the
game away form the Miners. The lost
moved UMR's record to 11-6 overall
and 5-2 in the MIAA.

The Miners fell behind early in the
second half with Lincoln pulling out to
a seven point lead with about II :00
remaining in the game. The crowd

then rallied behing the Miners and
thev took a two point lead with just
under 8:00 in the game. From there on
out it was a see-saw battle with every
shot becoming more important. With

I: 19 remaining the score was tied at
91-91. A layup by Eric Kearbey gave
the Miners the lead for good. Then
with only a few seconds remaining
Mike Parmeley sank two free throws
to ice the victory. The final score was
UMR 97, Lincoln 92. The second half
showed a lot of back and forth play
with the score being tied seven times in
the second half of basketball.

The win came before a large, vocal
UMR crowd. Around 3000 people
were in attendance for the game, and
the loud crowd definitely helped the
Miners out. The win moved the Miners to 12-6 overall and 6-2 in the
MlAA. The next home game for the
Miners is Saturday. Feb. 6 against
Washburn. This should be an exciting
march-up. There where sri1l a few
empty seats so come out to the game
and enjoy the thrill of Miner basketbalL

.
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Athlete of the week
for
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Stacey ¥athes
Women's Basketball

IfI
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Stacey has started off 1993 in a
big way. For her efforts during the
week ofIan. 11-16 she was named the
MIAA player of the week. She followed this up with rwo more strong
performances_last week against conference foes Missouri. Southern and
Pitt St. Against Missouri Southern she
and pulled
had a 'career high 26
down 6 boards. On S ~'turday against
Pitt St. she scored 18 pis. and had 5
rebounds. For the week she shot 20 of
31 from the field , 4 of 4 from the line,
and had 11 rebounds. Keep it up Stacey!!
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Captain Goatee: 1992 faves continued
Bob Dylan - Good As I Been to You 8
goatees

Captain
Goatee
StalT Writer

Cd back from
lOWly North,

Well folks, here's week two of my
faves from 1992. I've also included a
list of albums I though were great but
didn' t have the time or space to review
at the end.
Prince and and New Power Generation
:..Q±..(i.e. weird sex) 7 goatees

993 in a
lring Ibe

unedlbe
She fol·
~ strong

nst con·

em and
hemshe
d puUed
I against
td had 5
lot 20
theline,
up SII'

pgby

Practice

~IJohn

,e'

~

sad songs ("Nobody Knows Me", "Ifl wasn't "We Can' t Dance" material.
Were the Man You Wanted',). He's Peter Gabriel left Genesis a long
time
even covered "Stand By Your Man".
ago, and with him he took all the inWhat's this? A guy, a guitar, and
And his fourth album, Joshua ventiveness and adventure.
a harmonica . How did this Dylan guy Judges Ruth. is no exception . Whether
On all of his albums, Peter Gabriel
ever come up with that? What a con- it be the preacher who doesn't know has shown
a gift of crafting songs
cept! Finally Dylan goes back to his when to stop in "Church" or the sad which are a
little weird, always interroots. Good As I Been to You features story in "She's Already Made Up Her esting, and sometimes
very true to life.
Dylan singing covers and traditional Mind", Lyle Lovett writes songs This new album
has songs that could
songs accompanied by himself on which will stay in your head all day. It be on any of his
albums. Much of US
acoustic guitar and harmonica . If you would take a great effort to do better reminds me of the
quieter songs on his
liked the feel of Dylan's first five than his first three albums, and Joshua early albums on
Atlantic (recently
albums, buy this one today. The sound Judges Ruth does so with ease. The chronicled
on the album Revisited).
is pristine, and the playing is fine . (I DDD sound is perfect, and the produc- There isn't
anything as catchy as
won't comment on his voice except to tion puts the music right in your head. "Sledgeha
mmer", but US isn't an alsay you can actually understand 3/4' s
If you aren't a country music fan, bum of pop songs. It is more mellow
of the lyrics.)
don't worry about the fact that you and reflective.
might fmd Lyle Lovett's albums in the
In the liner notes Gabriel writes,
Lyle Lovett - Joshua Judges Ruth country section. He is an excellent "Much of this
record is about relation\0 goatees
songwriter and musician fIrSt and ships." "I am dedicating it to all those
He's got the hair. He's got his foremost. Joshua Judges Ruth is an who have taught
me about loving and
name in a Mary Chapin Carpenter album which sheds the cliches of most bCing loved."
The album defutitely
song. He's the perfect marriage of country pop trash and gives you the shows
the pain and struggle with his
Country, Big Band,Blues, and Gospel. goods. This is real music.
divorce. Adam and Eve, cleansing of
And he has the best album ofl992. For
the soul, and want and losing love
those of you who haven't heard of Lyle Peter Gabriel - US 9 goatees
provide the lyrical frame for "Only
Lovett, here is your big chance. He's
Us", "Blood of Eden", and "Love to be
had funny songs ("I Married Her Just
Remember when Genesis was an
Loved" and the rest of~. "Steam"
Because She Looks Like You", "She's Art Rock band? I don't. ButI've
and "Kiss That Frog" provide upbeat
heard
No Lady (She's My Wife)"). He'shad some of the stuff, and it defmitely
breaks to the emotional weight, and

OK, a quick Prince quiz. Did you
like "Cream',? Did you like "Money
don't matter tonight''? If you answered yes, then go buy the new Prince
album. You'll love it.
If you 've never liked Prince except
for maybe Purple Rain, forget about
this album. If you didn't like him then,
you certainly won't like him now.
However, if you are a "Disallusioned
Prince Fan" like myself (something
went wrong around Batman), take
heart, you may be able to swallow this
one.
Oh sure, he has a lot of nerve
rapping on a song where he says he's
funlcy ("My Name Is Prince"), but he
finally ' got back to a bit of the old
Prince here and there. "Sexy M.F.",
"Love2th e9's", "The Max", and "The
Continental" all swing with that great
sex funk Prince was born to
make.Even some of the ballads in the
"Money Don' t Matter Tonight" vein
are pretty good ("Damn U'').
Thank God for CD players with
programming though, cause I here are
some really stupid songs c :his album. If you pay attention, II." album
turns into this dementea story Qf a 320
year old prince riamed Victor who is
sleeping with a 16 year old girl who
doesn't put out unless it's in the dark.
HUH? I 'mean, the ~e~d stuff on
Around the World in a Day at least
made some sense, but I really think
Prince has fmally lost it. Regardless,
after you get rid ofthe stupid songs ("3 1'!"~7-:::7"""""''"7''''''7":7":'''''''''''''':"'''"""'''":''''''

the album flows like a single work
rather than a collection of songs.
Gabriel's songwriting is as strong
as ever. Gabriel and producer Daniel
Lanois have come up with a mix of
African rhythms and strange instruments which sounds fresh with every
listen. Gabriel has been playing and
experimenting with world music since
the 70' s, and this album really puts it
all together. With most of the songs
lasting over five minutes, they take the
time to let a song build and frnd its
way. All in all, US is another great
P~ter Gabriel album.
Annie Lennox - ~ \0 goatees
Any Eurythmics fans out there
who haven't bought this album yet
should hang their heads in shame.
Even if Dave and Annie seem to have
split, you can still fmd some relief in
their solo albums. The stark honesty
of A!uUe' s lyrics is at the forefront of
this album. From the first time I heard
"Why", I knew I had to have this
album.
There' isn't a song 1 dislike. The
themes of the album center around
desire and rebuilding love, and the
lyrics have just the right amount pain
and hope. Without David Stewart's
input, the sound is a bit different than
the Eurythmic s. But the songs are just
as strong, and Annie 's voice has never
been better. Annie )...ennox is a diva
indeed.
Recommended
7 Goatees
ultra vivid scene - ultra vivid scene
(reissue)
Luna2 - !l!!wllik
E - A Man Called E
8 Goatees
k.d.lang-~

Michael Penn - Free-for-all
Falling From Grace - Soundtrack
The Sundays -llli!:lQ
9 Goatees

'''''''''''''''=~7''''===~====''''''===~=====''''''=~ Shelleyan Orphan

~i.;~~~~~:~ ~~tlllltiN, §:eJiiif,f'::I;tft!u:, ~~:~~?ift~"

of his old fans can fmally come back.

~~~;~ ~~~~=or

:;~ij~,~~[-i~gt hi~; w~~~~~~ JtieSe~6nd City Nati~n~l!rijJrin~S'9,t.ri~~;Il!

:~a~o~~e:et

: humroot

sprocket _ fEr (from

; ~~~~:;~~:,~~~~~~~~r~~:~;~de~:~:;~~t~~:;.:c~~~tI;,~~~~jr;!e~~~~~~J~~]~;i~~:~~ :I~:::::at~gg::::::

- Am r Not Your
Forget the Pope, forget !lie atti- . FClm])mmg'sklts andunproviS atlOn
that brmgs the auihence to Its knees wl!h:laughter. This IS defirutely~pq~'J\
MIS~! .. \0 _GO BUY IT NOW
tude, forget Sinead is the one singingAdinl~sionis FREE w.it!) a- vilIid'UMR
student ID, BUT YOU MUST HAYEA TICKER; TIcketsai e now'aVMl
:ible iilthe ) 9 _ Gre!1I album , by tomorrow

~~~~I€i~!~:; ·ii1!~~t~~{~~~a~!f;?2=~~f:!~:1~~~l~~~t~ L~~~ii2g~!~:

her interpretations of "Love Letters",
~' Entries are s.till being ac.c:eptCd for COLLEG E BOWL! College:I1owl
is ·a .fast'pac·e d'inilld
e otfac·~ ·' &..iiction; ·
"I Want to be Loved by You", "Be- . plaY.Cd in tel\!Tls. If you like trivia
then college Bowl is for you! Grilb3frien<haiid foim atearil ' Prizesare
$200 fcirFitSt ,
witched, Bothered, and Bewildered", ·l'filce; $.i20 for Second, andS80
for Third. college Bowl games .will ~.play~donF~biu.;y 27.,.~~ithe'~J{lrY
dt;a~iiri~js·'·
and "Don't Cry for Me Argentina"FJj~y; Febrl!m' 19 by 4 p~>
.
.•
·,ii'··"·· "r:;'" ........
make this album soar above whatever •. : ··lo9king for up-to-date informatio
n on SUB Events? Check out .UMRINFO"'6n i!l~ mainfr~·e . . UMRINFO
·containS .. ·
you think about Miss O'connor and~c~mplete list of SUB events
for the~e.m~seter. PLUS - it's upda;~ ~onthiy!ii's ;&tic:k:~~ i~~y"gi~~
her controversial opinions.
.
I,.;.;;,;;.......;._
....;._ _ _ _ _- '_ _ _. _ _-'-".
.
, .-'-_ _ _-'-_
.
____
",.' _______
.;~.
,'";,._______
. "':':~'..':: :"," ./" .. '.-::.::.it>-.'a~~~t
_...;..,.....
-;.:.~."

llrun

..>. ,.,".

....

~-----------------------

__....;............._

0 _ So terrible, you must have it!

Next week: A review of Burnt Nervends and Lexx Luthor at Kennedy;s,
The Victros at Th~ New Beat, and the
Sandroids at the Blue Heron plus more
":, '-J album
....____-'-___
reviews!
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Campus Gossip

Miscellaneous

JEFF,

Etiquette TIP "14: The most important part of

Dear President Ointon:

sports is winning . Therefore. iCs imperative for

Best wishes on the next four years. (And good

a courteous sportsman to be a good winner. A

luck to you too, Bill, )

SPRING BREAK '93

good winner always prai5e'S the efforts of his

Party with the Best!

opponent. He says something like, .. I am sure

Snees:

S. Padre Island from S99

you would have beaten me, Frank, if you

Phhhlbbbt to you too l

Cancun Me,;ico from $424

weren't so fat. ..

Peace, brother, tone it down. Can I try that dress

on?

-James

Tonya,
So, Brooke makes ELEVEN, huh?

Ollos -

Hey Balls:

Bahamas I Cruise from S269

Malice -

NICE OlIN.

Join o\'er 1 million partiers!

Etiquette TIP #59: h's important to be a good

You're welcome. By the way, don't forget to

Ca ll student Express Vacations at 1·800·TOUR·

loser. A good loser swears loudly, throws his

report your winnings as taxable income. The

USA for more spring break infonnation.

sports equipment on the ground , and kicks any

IRS hates cheaters.

KRIST!

I think sedentary Man just moved, but I

PANT, PANT, NICE DRESS, PANT, PANT

mistaken. When does he come out of

-WALLY

hibernation, anyway?

-Mayhem
KRIST!

SORRY.

small animals or chi ldren nearby. If a loser

- DON

FOlJl\'D: 2 watches ha\'e been found at

doesn't do these things , he deprives the winner

Nat:

different SUB ('vcnlS last semester. Please come

of most of winning's pleasure.

Boy, I'm sure hungry fo r some peanut britt le.

Bewa re the Delinquent R.A. Co ll ege Bowl
team ...

IT'S HERE AT LAST. IT'S WALLY-B-

to the SUB office. Room 21 g UCW if you think

GONE. 24 HOUR SERVICE OR YOYR NEXT

, Kris:

one of them is yours. Oreall at 341-4220 and

Chance:

ask for DAWN.

Let's gel us some hootches.

ONE IS FREE, CALL 341 -8730 OR 341 -8705.

Remember, math is your fri end. Especially
three-dimensional vectors.

Uncle J immy-

VALE1-<TINE'S DAY FROM LAMBDA

Chaos and Mayhen are running amok at T .1.

I was watching TV last W ednesday night, and

SIGMA PI ! CAMPUS SALES FEB. 8,9,10.

Hall. ..

saw Bill Cli nton on the Arsenio Hall Show. Is it

ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY,

leaves something to be desired ..

-

.. Small Bu g" -

States be working o n some of the more vital

Nat and Sarah-

Oose your mouth, I haven '{ got any more

Get a clue, willya?

issues facing our nation? Maybe I'm expecting

Like your ne w toys? Now you don ' t have to

crackers!

too much of him ...

play with shaving cream and leaves.
-

1-52.50

Sarah:

3 - 57.00

Leftus pedalus phalangus minimus.

CAMPUS SALES -- FEB. 8,9,10.
Nat:
One of these days my napkin will actually go

Amy in 511

INfO the glass...

Hi, do you know w ho I am YET ?

P.S. MIKE SAYS Ill.

Hey Miner Staff:
llumks for putting up with all of these strange

SARAH AND NAT,

personals.

Kristi-

David Gilmour

Yes ma'am. Okay. Whatever you say.

Scott Nichols

(baos I think we' re having too much fun.

To all Megadeth fans -

We better stop or we'll die before

Sorry I've been so rude ove r th e years. 1 feel

the age of 24.

BEAUTY ABUSE IS NONEXISTANT IN MT

Etiquette TIP #72: Don't send funny greetin g

much remorse, and will do whatever it takes to
-Mayhem

LIFE.

cards on birthdays or at Christmas. Save them

Usa:

fo r funera ls, When their cheery effect is needed.

Phhhlbbbt!

win the admiration of women and children

everywhere. Peace.
-

Short, blond, skinny mal e
Chaos & Mayhem,

Sarah & Natalie

Jester Jeffery Paul

Levator Sea pula Levator Seapila

Does it real)'

Levator Seapula Levator Seapila

g~ate

Medicine Woman
Francine,

Bless you
Bless you

-

Tequila this weekend?
l ody

Kelly,
Ho m be rg,

I'm gonna get yat
The Tickklemonster

Are ),ou ready fo r those HOT UMR ty{EN. Feb,

When do we get anothe r diMer,
rich man?

details.

Nat

For those women iOierested call 341 -8141 or

Congrntulations to th e Gold Miners on an

stop by Sigma Chi .

exce llent routine Saturday Night.

Boy with the long hair

.

For the things that I be lieve
Sometimes I want to run for cove r
Sometimes I want to scream ...

Think about it:
Burning coal: got to kup the company wann as
the rain keeps killing the trees. Cut'em down
quick.. Pay the man his wage: he's making
paperto fuel the Info mull ion Age. Out in the
hea r the roar of the plough , turning

grassland into san d. Gal to f~ed the people more
eve r)' day, but the wind keeps blowing the land
aWl)', Gi\'e and take , Has all we've lenmed
been wrong? Look around at what we'v e been
100

long ...

I FrOLl) I..: !' ensryche's "Residence")

J

-;

You're riding on a th.in.:Jine buddy.

.

But m y heart beats loud as thunder

My F-15 is awesome. Thanks so much. I love

it.

'" Olippendales • Feb , 20

1

For a better way

Cbancellor

341-8141 fo r

.Di dYQP ,~~~trlotiC~
... :
'

A poet or a saint

we've laken

UMR Women -

20 ChippendaJes at Sigma Chi -

lGK

Just another man who's sea rching

~i\'e;l . ~1a)'be

Goo,

l&L

Nice hair!

I don't claim to be a wise man

~1idwe s t,

on your nerves like a

cheese grater?

THERE'S VENKEY

Bless you

/

Dave Mustaine

SIGMA NU LI1TLE SISTERS ARE COOL!

Levator Sea pula Levator Seapila

Do you hear our ice rattling?
To the guy in my Ca lc n class at 9:30 A.M.

StcvcVai
Eric Johnson

-Don

cause retinal radist ion bums.

Chancellor

Guitar Legends in Concert '93

-CO A.

WARNING! Studies have shown that playing
Wolfenstein 3·D for eight hours straight can

Chancellor

-

Joe Satrian i
Beware the nine-headed cactus demon.

PI IS WAY COOL!

"Dad"

Your pals

Hey sedentary Man:

ROSES FOR CHARITY

Personals

Have you seen our boy lately? He hasn 't come

What are you doing February 6th?

just me, or shou ld the President of th e United

LAMB DA SIGMA PI

M iss Rhoads -

home in quite a wh ile. Perhaps our parenting

HEY! BUY YOUR SWEETIE A ROSE FOR

LA~mDASIGMA

could be

Did ~~uever n~;;~: thatinlh~libiiuy:

Sister to "box' with a line through it"

- It is alm.ost impossibl~ to find a clock::'.
- Whoever designed the stairs' b~tween the.library and the humanities is handi".
. capped, and 9id ihe stairsjustto spite us, /
-. Thep<:opl~ whoy.>ork th~re;rre 'liien~,
-N'o two trashcafJs are the 'same,
- The t~ursig~ provide' north , s~~th, casl, and west directions ,
.- No one is ever on tour_
'
- You c~ reserve private '''study;' rooms, .
'- ,'Even though Human Anat~my .is not:laught .at UMR, itis' studied in these
"study" rooms,{ifyou don't understand th~ gig about the rooms, you should take
Human Sexu'liity,)
- The red sirens on ·the ceiling only'g~off when a student fmds a useful ·book.
- The fUrniture is from the old library,
- Library workers have bee~ knowntooverheat the third floor so the students will
k ave, and they can play roller hockey,
.
by N_ Tagliata

Hey Guys
How do your butts feel?
Remember "It is fun.

It is an experience"

LisaM .
I think you're neglecting your studies.
Procrastination is not a way of life.

Mom

Pogo Stick,
How's that fingern a il polish? Do you get
much use out of it. If you need some pointers ,
werre hear to help I

For more info. call Jason
1·800·TOUR·USA

@

N&S

I
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ACROSS

;Woman

,Olan

-

--

1 - - system
6 Disagree with, in
law
11 Baseball hall-offamer, - - Baker
13 Reduces in rank
15 Show excessive
devotion
16 Learned
17 Govern
IB European country
(abbr. )
20 Wallach and Whitney
21 Bed support
22 Lowest point
24 Fi ne earth
25 Fedora
26 Large grasshopper
2B Zuider 29 Put on a new book
cover
31 What Edmund Hillary
conquered
33 No - , ands, or
buts
34 Here: Fr.
35 Gave a conceited
smile
39 Delta

42 Faux - 43 In (behind in
payment)
45 Dumbbell
47 Lubricates
49 Neighbor of Turkey
50 one's time
51 Turkish chamber
52 Snakelike fish
53 Sidekick (abbr.)
54 Newer film versions
57 One TV show
60 Most sarcastic
61 Slanders
62 Aroma
63 Physician of old

DOWN

2

3
4

5
6
7
B

Cons tructed with
standardized units
Try to equal or
surpass
Issue a new lease
Retirement account
Famous ki ng
- - Fuehrer
Flightless bird
Statistical

measures
9 Put into service

10
11
12
13
14
19
22
23
26
27
30

32
35
36
37
38
39
40

41
44
46
48
50
55
56
58
59

Puts ina new floor
Stern
Null ify
Ridicule
Mus i ca 1 group
Miss Will iams
Fonner world leader,
and family
Las Vegas hote 1
Novelist Franz Knocks down by
punching
Abbreviation before
a date
Dolores Del - Anima 1 tracks
Certa in race horses
Muslim
Most arid
Di.spatched
Offens; ve, as an
odor
- - Purchase
Before
Celebrations
Tree product
Fundamenta 1
Famous doll
Superlative suffix
Sl angy throw
11_- nightingale .. ,"

ACROSS

7
13
14
16
18
19
20
21
22
23
25
26
27
28
32
33
34
35
38
42
43
44
45
46

49 Prefix: height
50 Baseball positions
(abbr. )
"Tne Dark at the
Top of the _ "
51 Horse used in
rae; ng
Like blood fluid
52 You : Ger.
- - fever
53 Stage-door crowd
Like a rosebush
(2 wds . )
Rubberneck (2 wds . )
Sports-mi nded
58 Record players
(abbr. )
59 Young girls
60 Wanderi ng
Water - 61 Puts up
Dutch commune
Map abbreviation
See eye
DOWN
Truc~s, for short
Run swi ft ly
Tavern brew
Native of North
Writer .~nais Carolina
Records
3 Onass; s, fo r short
European capital
4 Two of three 1ittle
Dessert item
words
Rogers and Cl ark
5
Iterate
Dark red
6 Periodic payments
Connive
Hockey seati ng area 7 Author of "Confess ions of Nat Turner"
"Poppycock!"
8 Inquisitive interSuffix for child
ject; ons
Oppos i te of po s .
9 Deer
Platoons
10 Pay dirt
School, in Par is

11 Slovenly
12 More shabby
13 Ancient Egyptian
symbol
15 Styl ish
17 Late comic Fields
23 Blow one's
24 Comforts
29 Accost
30 Actress Schneider,
et al .
31 Sailor's assent
32 Pl ay upon words
34 Card game
35 NFL coach Don, and
family
36 Disprove
37 Lifting machine
38 Summarize
39 Peeved (3 wds.)
40 Acts as judge
41 Exit
43 Mea 1
47 Hungar; an composer
48 Uneven
54 Hockey legend
55 Suffi x : land ar ea
56 Cey of baseba 11
57 L.A. ca mpus

tudics.

Mom

see Solutions, page 12

~
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GREEKS & CLUBS '

YOU HAVE FRIENDS WHO CARE
AT ...

B

IRTHRIGHl' '

.··

PHONE: 364-0066

P.O. 60X832
~.I.A. MISSOURI 6::.401

"'--------<

~

- - -----------"

Plus a chance 10 earn
S1,000 lor yourself!

FOR HELP
DUR.NG UM'lAN."IE O PR:Gi"-'NCY
FREe PREGNANCY TESTING
NEW EM'-.!. Y DETECTION ME THOO

2'1 5WEST~SlREET

WoW!

$1,000 AN HOUR!
Each member 01 your Irat.
sorority. team . club . etc .
pitch es In lust one hour
and your group can rai se
SI .000 In lu st a lew days'

NO COSI No obl'gal ,on

1,,800.932.0528 . ext. 65

IGALA
A social group/club organized

?

The alternative beverage/
<..
ii
IIIII!A~hlilelliia.l-t~hlliii-ellirllii,Imlliiolrlllile. iieilfitfiieilcitiiivie·,· ~
'>
and
-{

»

I

?r

by gays/1esbianslbisexuals in 1990
for:
• social activites
• intellectual discussion
• support
• fun
all in a relaxed atmosphere.

Call: 364-6434
uk for lficb4el Julian

~ Redeemableworth
for

~

~/
~

~
til

free sample!!!
$2.00

~

~;-

1) Call me.
2) Tell me where I can meet you.
3) I give you, your $2.00 worth,
ot~e~ise, . . Throw ~hiS
away!
Th1S lS worth nothing to you.

/'

For more information leave a message for Wendy
Pelton at 364-1717. All messages are confidential.

f

and awake!

?

~~~~

A Theta-Tau/Casino Night Sponsor

':;omputer Learning Centers
CAMPUS PC/WORKSTATION HOURS
S hocks
Brakes

Check hours at location, due to variation of schedules during semester.

104, 108 MATH/COMPUTER SCIENCE
Mon ' Fri
24 Hours aDa,!
Sat· Sun 8:00 am . Midnight
IE xcept when school is not in session)

206 MATH/COMPUTER SCIENCE
BLDG .

If I
Iii
1:1

~i

4:30 pm . 12:30 am
7:30 pm . 12:30 am
4: 30 pm, 11:30 pm
7:30 pm . 12:30 am
5:30 pm· 8:30 pm
5 :30 pm . 12 :30 am
9 :30 am • 1 2: 30 pm
6 :00 pm· 11 :30 pm
(Hou rs may be extende d during e portion of the
semester . See posted hours)
Mo nd ay
Tu esday
Wed
Thursday
Frid ay
Saturday
Sunday

207,213 MATH/COMPUTER SCIENCE
BLDG.
M on·Fri
5 :00 am . 1 :3 0 am
Sa tu rday
8:30 am . 5 : 30 pm
Sunday
1 :30 pm . 1 :30 am
(Hours m ay be extended during a portion of the
semester. See posted hours)

•
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from page 11
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105, 206 BASIC ENGINEERING
Monday · Thur 4:30 pm . 12:30 arn
Frid ay
3 :30 pm , 9: 30 pm
12 : 30 pm , 5 :30 pm
Saturday
Sunday
12:30 pm . 12: 30 ,:m

6:30 pm '
4 :30 pm .
1 2:30 pm .
1:30 pm ·

1 :30
8: 30
5 :30
1:30

am
pm
pm
am

b

ART

100 East 6.h Street • P.O. Box 8 19
Rolla. MO 6540 1
(3 14) 364 ·5434

119,120,121 MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING
Mon ' Thur
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

S lnte insr eClio ns
Oil Changes

.,,~LER

L

Marty Allison . Owner/Operator

Thanks for your Contributions

217 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Mon· Thur
Friday
Satu rd ay
Sunday

9 :30
9 :00
1 :00
1 :00

am
am
pm
pm

.
'
'
'

Midnight
6 :00 pm
5 :0 0 pm
Midni ght

Check hours at location , due to
varia tion
of schedules during sp.mester .

II S T A IRS. S ERa U sll
S CAR L E Til T H a R N E 0
CUR I a SIT Y SEE K E R
E0 E
A T H V A paR
R TEE Y E T 0
5 E MI S
ALE
liNIN
TAPES
BEL G R A 0 EPA S TRY
II
RayS
PUCE
S C H EM E R I NK S I 0 E
H a a E Y R E NNE G
U N IT SEC 0 L EA C R
L F SPA C E R S I E
AUT a G RAP H H a UNO 5
S T ERE 0 5
LAS S I E S
ERR ANT
ERE C T 511
,I •

NA..Ti~NSi,~N,G~NE~R$<

wtEK!!
Feb. 14-20
Presentations from different disciplines and societieswiHb~ .giveIl attheRolla middle school and the
. .
St. Patrick~s schooi.
ffyourstuderitOrg~riiztioil .isiriterest¢d in helping
..
out, contact Seth Burgett at 3~4-9568.
.-:
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Life at Moonrise A shadow moved

~

E.T. Clavin
StalT Writer

The street was thick from the eve·
ning rain and steam rose from the
sewers like lost souls fleeing into the
night. The street lamps' dim glow
danced on the dripping leaves of the
dark park's trees. A broken neon sign
cried it's crackling sigh of agony as if
it would die at any moment Its pink
glow of life faded with each snap and
pop, not unlike a human life, here not
long ago. The smell of moist grass and
wet concrete floated to my nose, but
the salty, copper smell was the god of
all senses. It was calming, frightning;
delicious, yet revolting. My body was
still warm from the blood of which not
an inch of skin was deprived. I filled

my body with air and the floating
sensation rocked my neryes. I lifted
the shellofaonetime person and home
of a soul as easily as one lifts a hand. I
searched the dead mind and found the
way of the devil. I saw the tomoent and
the fear of the trapped heart. I released
the lost soul with a light touch over
their eyes. Vapor seemed to escape the
mouth and it searched out its own
light. I let fall the shell and flew into
the moonlight. The full body, milky
white, loving insane face of light.
He stopped, his teddy need to rest.
He was a big boy, he didn't need to
rest, because when you are six and a
half you are almost grown up and
grown ups don't have to rest or have
stupid baby-sitters telling them to take
a nap. No, his teddy was tired and he
wasn't going to wear out teddy, his
only friend in the whole world. He sat

in the alley between a trash can and a
wooden crate and watched as people
walked by. They walked quickly and
didnt' even see him. Across the street,
the park was filled with old and young
alike. People walking dogs, people
holding hands and some grandpas just
sitting and watching others go by.
He sat and watched, eyes getting
sleepy with each passing moment.
The people turned into a river of color
and the river had a boat ,on it. In the
boat, he sat with teddy and'sailed to the
ocean and in the ocean were giant
goldfish, frogs and turtles. He landed
on an island made of chocolate with
candybar trees. Teddy and he made
chocolate castles on the beach, but it
started to rain. They ran under the
trees but they still got wet. He was
getting cold and so was teddy. Teddy
said they should get under the box. He

crawled under and curled in a ball with
teddy in his arms.
He awoke when he heard the
scream. He pressed his eye against the
crack in the box and saw a big shadow
in the park, holding someone off the
ground, by their neck. The person was
kicking and reaching for the shadow
but the shadow didn't move.
The person stopped moving and
the shadow hugged them. Teddy was
scared and so was he. He covered his
eyes with his hands and gasped in fear.
When he opened them and looked out,
the shadow was coming toward him
and teddy - very quiCkly. It seemed
to cross the park in a few steps. It
stepped into the dim street light and it
wasn't just a shadow but a scary looking .. but then a bright light, brighter
than the sum shone on it like a spotlight. It turned toward the light and a

white ball of fire struck the shadow
sending it out of sight.
The light got so bright the little boy
had to tum away but the hissing and
screaming of the shadow couldn't be
stopped by plugging his ears . .
.. He opened his eyes and he could
barely stand the light coming off the
figure. It's glow dimmed and.he could
see the ou tline of a tall man holding a
limp person in his arms. A strang(
noise and light came from the rag doll.
He dropped the body and floated
upward toward the moon with ever
increasing speed.
The little boy couldn't move 01
make a sound .. His eyes were golf balls
and his mouth hung against his racing
chest. Teddy was scared and so was
he, after all, he was only six and a half
and that's just a little kid.
A shadow moved.
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I, being a self-proclaimed explorer, ventured out in search of this
Sir Mingster
little person. I made an incision
StafT Writer
straight toward the heart of a corpse.
When I arrived at my destination,
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; there was nobody there, but this does
not prove the theory wrong. The reaOver the benevolent Christmas son there was no one there is due to the
fact that this was a carcass. The body
holidays, I had the displeasure of at- was dead, which in tum, meantthat the
tending one of those dreaded family
little person had nothing to do so this
gatherings. While I was there , loverheard my five year old cousin explain little person was able to discover my
the kinematics of the human body. She intrusion and escape through the passages of the arteries before I made my
proposed that we are nothing more
than mere robots; our movements are way to the heart.
I, being a self-proclaimed surgeon,
controlled by a little person inside of
w does this little person, suggest butchering open a living perus. And ho
son who is not under the influence of
who is inside of us, function? Simple, anesthetic or alcohol. Thi's will elimithere is someone inside that little person, and another one inside the next.
This repetitive process goes on forperson will be too busy making the big
ever. This would, at fust, seem like
person scream, wriggle, and feel pain,
nonsense, but please remember, infmtoo busy to escape. All that is needed
ity does exist in calculus.
now is to find a person willing to
I, being a self-proclaimed engisacrifice them self for science. I will
neer, decided to investigate this theory
give you a lifetime to decide if you
analytically: I blew the dust off my
desire your name to appear in the hisengineering drawing kit from that EG
tory books, but I would like to leave
10 course and proceeded to construct a
you with some famous last words, "I,
free body diagram of the human form .
Once the complicated three dimen- being a self-proclaimed proclaimer,
sional human was simplified into a proclaim that w.hatever I. have p~o
two dimensional artistic representa- ~1~,imed,I proclaim that I did proclaim
tion, a perplexing question arose, It. _ .... _ .. __ .__ ,._______._ _ _

~;:~;~o-::scaa~!;S~~~~~:~h~~i~:

"Where would this little person be
located?"
I, being a self-proclaimed historian, discovered, that throughout history, there has been one body part
which mpre reference was made to
than any other body part: 'The bOO of
the city ," "That athlete has a 10t of
heart," and let's not forget those central babes of rock who brought us
'Barracuda' and 'Magic Man'; Ann
and Nancy Wilson of Heart. Therefore,I arrived at the conclusion that the
control center of the little person must
be the heart.
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Something Special is in the Air
Kory Bakken
StafT Writer

No, you're not colorblind, and
neither are the St. Pat's representatives
who have been trying to push you their
~reen this week. The reason is that
green is now black! Now you're probably thinking that I've lost my head.
But, no, I'm not trying to pull a fast

one. I'm talking about our SPECIAL
EDmON GREEN! It's on sale now at
the hOCkey puck, and it has the low
price of only twenty-tltree dollars .
Now that we cleared up the issue of
green being black. I want to tell you
that Fridays no longer exist. That's
correct. Pull out your calender and
write this down. Friday is now Greenday,
so
your _ calendar
reads: ... Wednesday,
Thursday,
Grcenday! On these days all campus
will be sporting their green to show
their spirit.

On another note, organizations,
only 5 weeks to go till the Best Ever,
you should have your preparations
started. Houses doing floats should
have already had you list of materials
(pomps and floral sheeting) to Shawn
VanAsdale of AEPi. Those doing nonfloat entries should contact Doug
Davison at Kappa Alpha as soon as
possible. Those doing cudgels should
be well under way, and the freshmen
should have their shilleighlehs drying
by now . Don't wait till the last minute
to get these things done.
36 Daze Till The Best Ever!!!!!

Missouri Miner
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that of 1179 people surveyed, 48%

Lawyers - Three hundred ninety-six

favored the ban, while 42% opposed

deportees awaiting expulsion by Is-

the ban. However, a Newsweek poll

rae]'s Supreme Court were granted the

found a 53% favor of the ban, while a

"right to speak with an attorney." The

Time/CNN poll said that 57% of

Palestinians were seeking an appeal to

Americans are again~t the ban of

their impending expulsion.

homosexual service in the military.

Constitutionality of the expulsion is

r.palestiniaris Take ' It To The
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Tae Kwon Do Anyone?

~

Tae K won Do
Club
SOURCE
--;Th;;;-e--'U"M=R-;T"'a-e-;;K"-w-o-n-;:O"-o-C=lu-=b--=-is
-

The

under considerable fire at this time.

SUB movie in rev·iew

comprised of people interested in the
Korean martial art of Tae Kwon Do.
Throughout the semester members
learn basic and advanced movements.
Self-defense maneuvers are also
taught and are required as a part of
testing. Opportunities are also provided for sparring for yellow belts and

those of hIgher rank. These are done in
Olympic style and are meant as preparation for tournaments. At the end of
the semester testmg is held for advancement of belt rank.
All UMR students are elfkjble to
join as well as faculty and children of
faculty . Our club accepts people at all
levels. The TKO Club meets every
Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, and
Friday at 4 :00 - 6:00 pm in the multipurpose building foyer.

t move 01
egolfbal\s

h~racin!
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xandahali

The Counseling & Career Development Canter
is again offering six consecutive weeks
of discussion for

.

VU
Topics include making the transition to
sIlJdent life, the 'balancing act', goal setting,
sIlJdy skills, time management,
stress management and the
Myers Briggs pensonality invert.ory.

a

WtllN1
WIfn

Ear1y March thru April
FOR SUPPORT AND FUNIII

SlGN-UPIN

203 NORWOOD HAll
341-4222

Mooting time dependant
on student schedules

Air
iizations,
eSIEver,
paralions
~ should

Blue Key accepting applications

malerials
10 Shawn

Blue Key
SOURCE

oing non·
ci Doug
: soon as
:Isshould
freshmen
bsdrying
siminUIC
lIer!!!!!

Jim Munsey
SlafT Writer

The new SUB film for this week is
South Central ,a film by Oliver Stone
(Platoon, JFK and Born On The Fourth

of July). This is not "just like Bon in
the Hood" but rather how hard it is to
raise a child in gan!; infested neighborhoods. Like Boy " in the Hood it sends
a message of stop the violence but that
is where similarities end. South Central is a movie .. oout a man who joins
a gang but pee :se of the gang he is
arrested and jai l 1.

While in jail, his young son is
growing into a man, a suitable candidate for a gang. Once out of jail. our
hero must fight insunnountable barriers to win back the love of his son.
South Central plays atME 104 at seven
and nine o' clock both Friday and Saturday. Please remember to bring yo ur
sludent 10.

The Blue Key National Honor
Fraternity is now accepting applications for membership from all interested candidates. Blue Key serves the
UMR campus and community. Blue
Key publishes the annual student directory and manages several school
activities. Blue Key in the community
assists the civic organizations in their
various health and welfare drives and
fund raising campaigns on and off the
campus.
Membership in Blue Key is limited to 40 outstanding UMR students.
Blue Key members are selected for
· ... l·'·~' ____ : ___ ..: .. _..... :..: ...44..A:.~~.· .. ·~

this honor because they have shown
character, outstanding ability, and recognized potential as future citizens
and deserve the special attention of the
campus. Membership is limited to
students who have completed at least
60 credit hours , maintained at least a
2.75 grade point average, and have a
minimum of 40 points on the approved
point system of the chapter.
Interested candidates can pick up
an application from the Srudent Activities office located in the University
Center- West. Applications should be
returned to the Blue Key mailbox located in the SlUdent Activities office
by February 9th at l pm . Candidates
are encouraged to attend the Blue Key
smoker at Sigma Nu on February 11th
at 7pm. Contact Clint Scon (3642400) if you have any questions.

-- - =
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u.s. Surgeon General C. Everett Koop:
What he has done'

Roger Amann
StafT writer

The former U.S. Surgeon General
C. Everett Koop graduated from
Dartmouth College in 1937. He later
received his M.D. degree from Cornell
Medical College in 1941.
After an internship with Pennsylvania Hospital, Koop continued his
graduate education at the University of
Pennsylvania School of Medicine,
Boston Children's Hospital and the
University of Pennsylvania Graduate
School of Medicine. In 1947, he
eamed his doctor of science (medical)
degree from the Pennsylvania Graduate School of Medicine.
Koop was a specialty doctor in
pediatric surgery for 33 years. After
he separated Siamese twins joined at
the abdomen' and pelvis, he became
known at an international level. He
became surgeon-in-chief of Children's Hospital of Philadelphia in
! 948 until he left academia in 1981.

Koop has received many honors
and awards, including 27 honorary
doctorates. He is a member of the
American Surgical Association. is
chairman of the National SAFE KIDS
Campaign, and is on the Board of
International Health of the Institute of
Medicine. He is on the board of directors for the following organizations:
the Foundation for Biomedical Research, AIDS Care Education and
Training, the International Council for
Coordinating Cancer Research,
Friends of the National Library of
Medicine, and the San Diego Hospice
Foundation.
He continues to educate the public about health issues through his
writings, the electronic media and the
C. Everett Koop Institute of Health
and Science. He is the author of more
than 200 articles and books 011 the
pnictice of medi~ine, biomedical ethics and health policy.

Rolla, Mo. - Lt. Col. John R.
Buckwalter, professor of military sci-

award was presented by Brig. Gen. Joe
N. Frazar III, commander of the Army
Second Region ROTC Cadet Command.
From July' 1989 to July 1992,
Buckwalter's planning, programming
and management of the North Atlantic
Alliance Common Funded Infrastructure Prog ram
saved
m 0 r e
t han
$ 5 8 7
million
in infrastructure
funds.
B uckwalter ' is
the son ofRut h

Getting to know him better
What he still plans to do

He was appointed the U.S. Public Health Service's deputy assistant
secretary for health in February 1981.
He was sworn in as Surgeon General
in October 1989 and was later appointed director of the Office oflnternational Health in May 1992.

Lt. Col. Buckwalter receives military medal
News Services
SOURCE
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Roger Amann
Staff writer

)\ C. Everett Koop gave a spectacularspeech on health care on Thursday, January 21. He spoke at the Gale
Bullman Multipurpose Building. His
speech was part of the Remmers'special AnistlLecture Series.
Koop, former Surgeon General,
approached the problem of health care
in America from several different
angles. He started his speech with the
.message, "The present American
health care system could be dangerous
to your health."
He believes the health care crisis
has to be viewed from a national,
regional, local, and private level. The
American people want their health
care to have three main components
which are immediate access, the highest of high technology, and the lowest
cost. He suggests that the American
people·' s "expectations are outrunning
our ability to pay for them."
Koop viewed tire health care system through the eyes of three types of
people, "the insured, the uninsured,
and the uninsurable." Over 160 million Americans are insured by their
employer, which put. millions of
workers "hostages through insurance

at their jobs." General Motors pays on
an average of $6,660 per person each
year for ins::rance. It makes you
wonder how much of it was actually
needed?
He embraced the system ofMedicare, saying it was "one of the most
decent things this country did." Medicare on average spends about $ll 0
billion ayearwhich accounts for 9% of
all federal spending. Medicare contributes to about 40% of its intake to
hospital income and about 45% to
doctors' income. He calls similar
health care systems such as Medicaid
a scam and copy-cat.
Koop feels that health care should
be a basic human right and that no one
should be denied health care. He said,
"I believe the government should
mandate basic health care and education."

"We need to restore the trusting
doctor-patient relationship your
grandparents told you about," said
Koop. He believes that doctors are
more concerned about their pockeebooks than the !,p:'.ents. Too' many
graduates.end up be ';oming specialists
in the suburbs where the money is
good but the need is weak. Koop
explained, "We need these young

pulers
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doctors where they are in need, the
inner city."
One out of every four childre" in
the United States lack any type of
hea!thcare. Perhaps, what we take for
granted, could mean the difference '
between life and death for a child.
Koop says,. ·use the health cate
system often to do your part for the
healing ofthe crisis. "We have people
living longer, . but they are living
sicker," He explained.
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The two main components of the
health care crisis are poverty and
greed. "Too many Americans have to
much health care." explained Koop.
Over 25% of diagnostic tests
given to patients are not needed, the
U.S. could save billions of dollars if
doctors would cut back on so many
tests'. Paperwork is another expensive
cost in hospitals. It costs the U.S. over
$100 billion each year. Perhaps, malpractice is the worst crisis in the health
care industry. Koop believes that the
malpractice hearings should be conducted more thoroughly.

'One n

Recently, at a Harvard University Medical meeting, experts in the
field of health said "if people have
belief in life after death, then death
wouldn't look so bad, it seems people
have forgotten that they have tO'die of
something."
_ He gave a very informative
speech about the national health crisis
and how to go about fixing it. He possesse~ a very keen knowledge of the
medical field and has the best ideas I
have heard !'~! on restoring a stable'
health car~ syste!!l to the United
States.
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Laundry
thieves at T.J.
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' ' .. Roger Amann
~
Staffwriler

In recent weeks, there has been
several incidents of laul\dry beil)g
stolen from Thomas Jefferson Resi- '
dence Hall. "We have numerous reports of stolen clothes," said Chris
Ryan, Resident Director of TJ Hall .
The thefts have occurred for one
reason only which is carelessness on
the part of students. Many studentS
will leave ·their clothes unattended in
c
the washer or dryer, and later come '
Medal
back to find all of their laundry gone.
Bf"t Saunier K ram -;
for his Lt. Col. John E. BuckwaHerrecently received mel1 of, "Hot items are men ''-s jeans and shirts,';
work in the Anny's Defense Meritorious Service Monroe added Chris Ryan. ,.
Europe. medal for his work in Europe.
The main way for residential life
. C- i t y ,
Buck- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---'-_ _ _ _ Mo., and ~tudents to avoid this problem, is to
walter was honored for his service an alumnus of UMR. He received a stay in the laundry room and study or
while assigned as chief of the Manage- bachelor's degree in mechanical engi- converse while their laundry is being
ment and Programs Section in the in- neering in 1971 and bachelor's and completed. Victims are asked to refrastructure Headquarters to the Al- master's degrees in civil engineering port all thefts to the UMR police and to
lied forces in central Europe. The in 1979.
the Resident Assistant on their floor.

bJitionfea

'Membtr

s"CptW
11'P1i",;."
l~tlll ,

-

lEST ANXIETY
Tuesday, Feb. 9; 3:3004:30 Pm

SOCIrry

TJ HaIl·Academic Enhancement Center

GINEERsI

Fadlltator: Dr. Gene Van Ma1re

ARSHJppt

TIPS FOR TALKING WITH PROFESSORS

I.bip. E1'1

Wednesday, Feb. 10; 3:30-4:30 pm
TJ HaJI.AcademlcE~hh~:::8i~r

, !bjoriol

·U,S.titizt
rebtedfitld

ASSERTlVENESS TRAINING

Thursday, Feb. 11; 3:00-4:00 pm

'Prt-.iOUs\1,

209 Norwood Hall
FaCilitator: Dr. Carl Bums

'Mustbclf

''''
'Money to

tuition ftts, (

'1.1"",,,,[
St. CptWhi
I~iltlhontc

IS, III)

-

.......
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Aid

from page 2
seeking a ca reer in robotics/automated syStC!i.s.

ARMED
AND

FORCES COMMUNICATIONS
ELECTRON [CS ASSOC[AT ION

ARMY EMERGENC Y RELU:F SCHOLAR·
SIUPAWAR DS

• Applicants must posses a minimwn gpa of 2.75
• Applicants must have completed a minimum of

isting
Your
said

(AFCEA) off.... scholarship progn.m for 1993.
SI,OOO schol arship. Elcgibility:

Elegibil it:J:

30 credit hours

• For dependent children of active duty, retired. or

• Citizens of Canada or the United Slates

!Sar,
lel,{.

• U.S . citizen enrolled in ROTC

deceased soldi ers

• Deadline : March 1,1993 More detail informa-

• Good moral character

• Based on relative financial neeel

tion in Student Fmancial Aid Office

many

ialisls

• Demonstrated academic excellence

• Majoring in electronics. electrical or communi-

• Academic achi evements & indi\'idual aecomplishments considered

n,y is
Koop

cations engineering . mathematics, physics com-

• Minimum GPA of 2.0

The \-Vayne Kay Scholarship Fund, th rough the

puter science or technology, info mgtmt.

• U.S. citizen

SME

awarded

young

Forces

See Cpt White, 310 Harris Hall, for details and

d, Ib,

See Cpt. White for details and application fonns.

r'" in
pc of
k'for
rcnc,
ild.
car,
orlb,
COpl,
living

niverm Ib,
hav,
d,alb
1<Opl,
dicof

• Potencial to sen'c as an officer of the U.S, Anned

lniled

support scholarships

to worthy full-time students enrolled in

application fonns. Application Deadline: March

degree programs in manufacturin g engineering

1,1993

and manufacturin g engineering technology.

Application deadline: March 1St 1993

QUA LITY CLE ANE RS

I*Exp ert Clean ing *Reas onabl y Price d

I

108 W. 7th Street Rolla, MO 65401

-f iL l8 I
SCIENCE FIC110N • FANTASY
COMICS • GAMES
1014 Pine St. Phone 364-4301

• Applicants must posses a minimum gpa of 3.2
• App licants must have completed a minimum of

30 credit hours
• Citizens of Canada or the United States

BUDWE[SE R USO SCHOLARS HIP PR O·

• Deadline: March I, 1993 More d.tail infonna·

Elegihility:

tion in Student Fmlncial Aid Office

GRAM 1993, offers SCholarship.

ARMY ENGINEER ASSOCIATION COLO·
NEL IlAROLD M. BEARDSLEE MEMO·
RIAL SCHOLARS IP AWARD,
OFFERS SI,OOO Scholarship.
Elegibility:

• Dependent of an active duty member of US
Anned Forces
• Must han completed high school within the past
four years

• Best qualified son, daughter. or spouse of an
Association member
• One award per family

• Entering 2nd, 3rd, or 4th year
• Must be full-time student
• Pre\ious award

~ipients

are not elcgible

See Cpt. White, 310 Harris Hall , for details and
application fonns. Application deadli.'le: March

IS, 1993

•
S[GMA NU TRISTAN G. PINZKE MEMO·

A Thet.a -Tau/C asino Nieht.

Spons~r

RIAL SCHOLARS lHP, offers a scholarship of

• Must list sponsor's last three years of militar:

$1,000 for the 93-94 year. It will be available to

assignments

undergraduate students enrolled in any field of

• Requires a narrative

Engineering at UMR, maintaining a gpa of 2.5,
and demonstratin g leadership in campus and the

• Scholastic record will be considered a major
ind icator

community. Application available in the Student

• Need is not a principal criterion

Fmancial Aid office, G~1 Parker Hall. Deadline:
February 19, 1993

See Cpt White, 310 Harris Hall, for details and
application fonns. Application Deadline: ~farch

1,1993

lSliv,

crisis
: pos·
)f the
jeasl
;Iable

Foundat ion will

I
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199J.1l94 NEED ANA LYS[S FORM NOW
AVA[LABLE.

SOCIETY OF AMER[CAN MILITARY EN· ·
GINEERS FORT LEONARD WOOD POST
SCHOLARS IUP 1993,off." SSOO scholarship

The Admissions/Student Fmancial Aid Office
wishes to inform that the 1993-94 academic year

SOCIETY OF MANUFAC TURING ENG[·

need analysis fonn (Free Application for Fed.,,1

NEER[NG

Student Aid) is now availabl.

EDUCAT[O N

FOUNDATI ON

SCHOLARS IUPS(SME)

EI.gibility:

10 rec.ive and
compl.... Th. n.ed analysis fonn mU$I b. com.

The Caterpillar Scholars Award Fund. Spon-

• U.S. citizen

pitted to determine a students elegibility for the

soted by Caterpillar, through theSME Foundation

• Majorin, in tn,inecrin& or an engineerina·

will support scholarships awarded to worthy full-

related field

Federal Pell Grant, (For Missouri residents only),
Federal Perkins Loan, University Loans, Federal

time students enroU~ in degree proarams in

• Previous winners are ineliaible

Stafford Loan (subsidized and unsubsidized) the

manufacturin g engineerin& and manufacturin g

• Must be a full-time student durin, 93·94
school year

Federal PLUS/SLS loan, and the FedeBI College

engineering technology.

Work Study Program. First priority for the 93-94

• Applicants must posses a minimum gpa of 2.75
• Applicants must m\'e completed a minimum of

tuition fees, or boob

year wiU be given to those students whose need
analysis fonn is received by March 31, 1993.

30 credit hours

• Member if the UMR SAME swdenl chapter

• Deadline: Marcb 1, 1993

See Cpt White, 310 Harris Hall, for details and
application foons Application ne.dline: April

1he forms can be obtained outside the front door
of lhe 500ents Fmancial Aid Office, G-1 Parker

More dtlail intonnation in Student Fmancial Aid

hall.

Office

• Money to be

used toward room and board.

15,1993 ,
ASM INTERNAT IONAL COSTAL BEND

Thanks for your Contributions

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN
• Consulting about ACADEMIC CONCERNS?
• Reading SELF HELP malerials (sIUdy sIdIIs, lime management, lett
anxiety, procrastination, motivation)?
• Reviewing lEST RLES?
• Attanding MINI WORKSHOPS to pdish 'fOOl study skills?
• Ptlliclpallng In a SnJOY GROUP?
• TaIdng a study sIdIIs DIAGNOSTIC TEST?

THEN VISIT UMR'S
ACADEMIC ENHANCEMENT CENTER

CIIAPTER, The eostal Bend Chapte' of ASAM
SOCIETY OF AMERICAN MIUTARY EN·
GINEERS NEW YORK CITY POST SCHOL-

International (American Society for Materials)

The lI[yrt'" .ad E.... Walk ... Scholanhlp,
througb the SMIi foundation will support schol.

ARSHIP PROGRAM 1993, off.... SI ,(\()() schol·
• U.S. citizen

al'Ships awarded to worthy full-time students at
institutions, includio& accredited trade schools,

• Majorin, in en,ineering or an enaineerin& ~
related field

enrolled in a dearee proaram in manufactUrin&
en&ineerina and manufacturin J engineerin, treb-

arship. Eleeibility:

• Prn'ious winners art ineli&ible

nology.

• Must be a full -time student durina 93-94 school

• Applicants must posses a minimum II'" of 2.75

ycar

Deadline: Marcb I, 1993

• Money to be used toward room and board.

More detail information in Student Financial Aid

tuition fees, or books

Office

• Member of the UMR SAME stUdent chapter
See Cpt White, 310 Harris Hall , for details and
applicatIon forms. Application 1>eadHne: April

IS, 1993

Th. William E. W ....I Scbolanhlp Fund,
throuah the SME Foundation will support 5Cholarships awarded tc worthy fu ll-time students

will award a SI,OOO scholarship to a second or
hiahe.r year student pursuin, a four-year Bachelor
of Science Delree in materials, s.cience, metalluraicat engineerinl, or a materials science option to
mechanical engineerin,. This scholarship wiU be
awarded for the 93·94 academic year.
Applications a\'aiJnble in the Student Fmancial
Aid Office Deadline: Aprlll, 1993

The MISSO URI MINER
would like to apologize to
Zeta sorority for the manipulated graphic that ran with
their article in the January
20th issue.

LOCATION; Thomas Jefferson lower level,
adjacent to Computer Center
HOURS; Monday - Thursday, 3 to 5 p.m. & 7 to 11 p.m.
Sunday, 7 10 11 p.m.
SPONSORED BY: CoI.meIing & Career Development
ResldentIaI Ufe
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A CIRCLE HAS NO CORNERS
by
John W. Luther
In recent days President Clinton
has decided to end the ban on homosexuals in the military and to appoint
Hillary Clinton to a cabinet level post.
Both of these decisions have been
questioned in the media.
The most frequently stated argument against homosexuals in the military is that their presence will disrupt
morale. The nature of this disruption
seems to be the discomfort that some
(many?) heterosexuals feel in their
presence. I heard one soldier say that
he didn't want to worry about someone
looking at him while taking a shower.
Another expressed concern for the
potential of distractions on the battlefield. Others worry that they will be
more concerned about a comrade-inarms making sexual overtures during
combat than they will be about enemy
fire.
Objections have been also raised
towards Hillary Clinton's presence in
the President's Cabinet. Some are
concerned that other Cabinet members
will be inhibited in expressing objections to her policies or ideas. They
fear that the other Cabinet members
will fmd themselves lacking the integrity and self confidence needed to
speak their minds; that they will fear
angering the President by making candidly pointed statements' to or about
Hillary.
The objections to these decisions
have something in common. Both of
these decisions will require some
people to deal with their own psychological makeup. The answer to both
problems is not the exclusion of qualified people capable of making valuable contributions. The answer is to
help those who object to look within
themselves and confront, come to
understand, and overcome, their fears.
The End.

escalating. You are among our best
and brightest, poised to face the future
with your dreams, your ambitions, and
your talents. But by 1995 , the realization of the accomplishments you
hope to achieve' will be virtually impossible in a society where most
people will be unable to house and feed
themselves . If we allow OUT elected
officials to continue ignoring the real
problem we are facing , our nation will
be reduced to helpless starving society
dependent on the "kindness" of foreign countries to feed itself.
Please don't just take my word

of it, investigate and talk with your
economics professors. Read a copy of
Bankruptcy 1995 by Harry E. Figgie,
president of Figgie International , Inc.,
who was selected by President Reagan
in 1982 to serve on The Private Sector
Survey on Cost Control. This committee was made up of some 160 private
sector business leaders such as James
Burke, CEO of Johnson & Johnson;
Robert Galvin, CEO of Motorola;
John Homan, chairman of Merck &
Company, Inc.; Donald Keough,
president of Coca Cola Company; and
Peter Grace, chairman ofW. R. Grace

& Company. Afte, ·..,ooths of work,
they presented Pres,s "nt Reagan with
a set of proposals which could have
reversed the doomed course we are
now on, had they been implemented.
Figgie's book paints a scenario which
is frightening to say the least, but he
offers solutions to our dying economy
which,ifimplemented this year,could
rebuild our nation to one of the
wealthiest an most productive nations
in the world.
I urge you to write your elected
officials and demand action and accountability. We can sit back and

RES E R V E ' OFFICERS'

whine about the rising cost of living,
rising tuition costs , and increasing
unemployment or we can speak out
and demand the changes that could
create an economic climate where free
enterprise and American Dreams
thrive. Please act now.
All our
futures depend on it.

I

Mary G. Rouse
226 Crystal Spring ·Drive
Hendersonville, NC
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR:
If the government doesn't act
now to control its runaway debt and
deficit, this country will experience a
catastrophic breakdown by 1995. Our
current course will lead us to economic devastation.
By 1995, the
interest payment alone on our national
debt will exceed the tax dollars collected. This year our government will
spend the equivalent of 61 cents of
every tax dollar it collects to pay interest on the national debt, and the de!>t
just grows larger and larger. Interest
on the debt is larger than Social Security or the combined budgets for the
Departments of AgriCUlture, Education, Energy, Housing and Urban Development, Interior, Justice, Labor,
State, Transportation , and Veterans's
Affairs.
How will this affect you? Unemployment is already beginning to soar
and the rate of inflation is rapidly

0,1

BE ALEADER IN ABIGB TECH FIELD.
While signing up for your high tech
courses , sign up for Army ROTC too.
ROTC is a college elective that develops in talented students the
skills and confidence to lead and
become an officer in today's Army.

An Army that's on the cutting edge of
high technology.
ROTC provides hands-on leadership training. Valuable training
that prepares you for a military or a
civilian career.

Att

IN1
KIN

Cll

Pre

QtA

I Nn

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTESTCOWGE
COlJRSEYOU CAN TAKE.
For more information contact
Captain Don White
310 Harris Hall @ 341-4738

.......
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P er m an en t E m pl oy m en t
---------------------------------------------------------------------------DE TAILS NOT AVAILABLE AT THIS TIllE

WEEK LY DETAIL SHEET '3 ... SPRING 1993
POR THE QED OF :

A. B. CRANCE
2 10 No rt h Alle n

KARCR 1-5
KARCH 8-10

----------------------------------------------------------------------- ---2 00

&I!

Use

s

-

1 Danfield Court.
Fort Collins , co 80525
Attn:
Tonya Helton
NUMBER Of SCHEDULE S:
MAJORS:
POSITION:
LOCATION:
INTERVIEW ING:
MINIMUM G.P.A.:
CITIZENSH IP :

1

MS i n Electrica l Engineeri ng
Entry level Engineer
Fort Collins, co
December 92 & Hay 93 grads

EPee CORPORAT ION
8:-idal Lane & County

Ci tizen or permanen t resident

P. O . Box 6 0 9
Monett, MO 65708
Attn :
Mr. Richard Collins

3.1

DEADLINE fOR tuRNING IN REStrMES :

INTERVIEW DATE:

february 15, 199 3
March 1, 1993

-----------------------------------------------------------------_... _------oJtLMOIIA gu ,

LOCATION :
INTERV IEWING:

MINIMUM G . P.A.:
CITIZENSH IP:

1
Electrica l Engr . & Mechanic al Engr.
Power Plant Engr., T&D Engr.,
Power Engr. - Marketing
Various Oklahoma locations
May 93 grads
NA

Ii

"'!
IBM CORpoRATI ON

LOCATION:

INTERVI EWING :

February 19. 1993
March 5, 1993

INC «

1
BS in Electrica l Engr., Civil
Engr . , & Chem i cal Engr.
HS in CE ( Environm ental only )
Entry Level Civil Eng i neer
Entry Level Electrica l Eng i neer
Entry Level Mechanic al Engineer
Entry Level Che mica l Eng i neer
Muscatine , IA
Ma y 9 3 grads

POS ITION:

LOCATION:
INTERVIEW ING:

MINIMUM G , P.A . :
CI TIZENSHIP :

1
as & HS in Computer Science
Program/ Software Support, Test, Val idate
Austin, TX
December 92 & Hay & Jul y 93 grads
NA

Must be abl e to remain in the U. S.
basis

DEADLINE fOR TURNING IN RESUMES;
INTERVIEW DATE:

on a permane n t

Mechanica l

2.4

KEKC ELECTRON IC MATERIALS
P . O. Bo x 8
Peters, HO 63376

fe b ruary 23, 1993
Marc h 9 , 1993

DETAILS NOT AVAILABLE AT THIS TlKE

St .

Hr . Dan Archer

Att n :

INTERVIEW DATE:

February 1 7 , 1 993
March 3, 1993

Engr. ,

U.S . citizen or aliens authorize d to work
in the
U.S . on an unli mited basis

DEADLINE fOR TURNING IN RESUMES :
INTERVIEW DATE:

Two Riverway - 1st Floor
Houston , TX, 7 7056
At.tn:
Ph i l Palese

MINIMUM G . P.A .:
CITIZENSH IP:

NA
NA

NUMBER or SCHEDULE S:
fo".AJ ORS:

February 16, 1993
March 2 , 1993

CEII'rRAL ILLIIIOIS PUBLIC SERVICE lIAS CANCELED
THEn PEB. 11
RE CRUITING VISIT

NUMBER Of SCHEDULE S:

1
BS in Civil or Stru c tural Engineer i ng
Entry Level Structura l Engineer
Monett, MO
Decern.)::)er 92 , May 93 grads

CITIZENSH IP :

STANLEY CONSULTAN TS«

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

POSITION:

NUMBER Of SCHEDULES :
MAJORS :
POSITION :
LOCATION :
INTERVIEW ING:
MINIMtt"M G. P . A . :

2 25 Iowa Av enue
Mus c atine, lA, 52 7 61
Attn:
Tom Walgreen

Any authorize d to work in the U . S.

DEADLINE FOR TIJRHING IN RESUMES:
INTERVIEW DATE:

MAJORS :

Road

DEA DLINE rOR TURNING IN RESUl1ES;
INTERVIEW DATE:

ILZCTRIC

101 North Robinson
P.O. Box 321
.
Oklahoma City, OK, 73101
Attn :
M. J . Tibbits
NUMBER Of SCHEDU LES :
MAJORS:
POSITION:

Ce ntralia, MO, 6 5 2 4 0
At t.n :
Bob Irish
I NTERVIEW DATE:
March 5 , 19 9 3

March 9,

1993

IlALLIBQRT OH 8!RVICE8

First Oklahoma Tower
2 10 \00' . Park Avenue, Suite 2050
Oklahoma Cit y , OK 73102 - 5601
Attn:
Rick Middaugh

t.

NUMBER Of SCHEDULES :

MAJORS:

POSITION:
LDCATION:
INTERVIEWING :
MINIMUM G.P.A.:
CITI ZENSHIP :

UNION ELECTRIC
P . O. Bo x 149
S t.

2
BS degrees In Petroleum Engr . , Mechanl c a l

Louis, MO 63166
Attn:
Mr . Robert L . Moeller
Employme-n t Superviso r
Enqr. ,

''t:MBER O f

SCHEDULES :

Chemlcal Engr., Civil Eng r., , Indust.r l al Eng!"'.
Fleld

MAJ ORS :

Ok~ahoma,
Kansa~,
Arkansas,
I l lino is , ~ i chig an .
OhIO, Pennsylva nla, Kentucky , Tennessee , Vi rg
ini a ,
and West Virginia
December 92 and May 93 grads

LO CATION:
I NTERVIEWI NG:
!"! IN IMUH G.P.1L :
CIT IZ ENSHIP:

Must be able to work in the U . S .

DEA DLINE f OR TURNING IN RESUMES:
IN TER VIEW DATE:

EngIneer

2. 5

Pre-recru i tment
DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES'
INTERVIEW DATE:

B. S . in Electrica l Engr . , Mechanic al Engr.
Engineer
St . Louis, HO and Hid-Mis s ouri region
Hay' July 93 grads

PO S I T I ON :

2.5

Legally eligible for employme nt in the U. S .
February 23, 1993
March 9, 1993

February 17, 1993
March 3, 1993

--------- -------------------------------------------------------------------SKARP KNftJrACTP RING CQIIPNf{ or MERICA

D. B. GYPSUM
H....v 61 No rth

Sharp Plaza Blvd
TN 38193
Attn :
Webber ferguson
~e rnphis,

Nt.,iHBER OF SCHEDULE S:

MAJ ORS:

POSITI ON:
LOCATI ON:
I NTERVIEwI NG:
MINIMUM G . P . A.:

CITIZENSH IP:

P.O. Box 1 8 7
S per ry, IA 52650
Att n : !'!:s . Vi cki Horr i s
1 / 2 each day
8S degrees in Electr i cal Engr . & Mechan i ca l
Enq r.
Engineer - ( Electri cal .. Mechan i cal )
Memphis, TN
May 93 grads
3.0

Permanent resident authorize d to WO:- K i n the
U. S.
DEA DLINE FOR TURNING IN RES UMES:
februar 18 ,
I NTER VI E" DATE:

Harc h. "

5,

1993
1 9 9)

Nu~ e E R

Of

SCHEDULES :

MAJ ORS:

POS ITI ON:
LO CATI ON:
INTERVIEWING :
~ !N IMUM G .P.A.:
CI T::::ZENSHIP:

1

B. s. in Mining, Mechanic al , , Engr . Hgmt
open
Open - must be willing to relocate
May .. July 93 grads
2. 8

U . S . Citizen

P:-A DTI NE f OR TU BNING IN RESUME S;
INTERVI EW DATE:

february 24, 19 93
March 10 , 1993

---------------------------------------------------------------------------_.-

_. ;" , _

_

~"' _ !U·.~I'J.

Placement Cant-i nned
ATLAS WIRELIN'E SERVICES

NON-PRESCR!:EHED -

P.O. Box 1407
Houston, TX 77251 - 1407
Attn:
Ms. Renee Molitor

NATION~L

OPEN SIGN-OP

STEEL CORPORATION

4100 Edison Lakes Parkway
MIshawaka, IN
46545
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:

MAJORS:
POSITION:
LOCATION:

INTERVIEWI NG :
HINIMUM G. P.A.:
CITIZENSHIP:

BS , HS in Electr ical Engr., BS &- MS i n Mechanical
BS in Chem ical Engr., Petroleum Engr., PhYSICS,
and Computer Science
Junior field Engineer
Nationwide
Hay , July 93 grads

NUMBER Of SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:
POSITION:
LOCATION:

Eligible to work in the U.S.

HINI~

PEARLINE fOR TURNING IN RESUMES:
INTERVIEW DATE:

2
8S in Mechanical, Electrical, & Civil (Structural)
Management Assoc ia te
Mishawaka , IN , Portage , IN (near Chicago), Ecorse,
HI , (near Detroit) Granite City, IL, (near
St . Louis)
December , Hay 93 grads
2.7 Overall or 3.0 in major
Accept a n yone authorized to work full-time in the
U.S.

INTERVIEWING:
G. P.A. :
CITIZENSHIP:

february 24 , 1993
March 10, 1993
INT ERVIEW SIG N-Up DATE:
INTERVIEW DATE:

february 1 6, 199 3
March 2, 1993

; Co-Op
S ign - up location:

3030 Norwood Hall
co-op Of f ice

Interview date:

friday

february 12

Sign- up hours :

8 : 00 am - 11:30 am
1:00 pm - 4:15 pm

CENTRAL INTELLI GENCE AGENCY
Washington, DC

1993

Interv iew ing: Compute r SCi,ence, Ele ctrical Engineers
Additions and/ or changes to the co - op
interview schedules will be posted in
the co-op office.

Requirements:
3.0 GPA or above . Academic level of
applicants:
at least 30 credit hours completed at the
end of the present semester.
US citizenship required.
Si gn-up date'
1 schedule -

Interview date:

Friday

February 12

Friday

January 29

1993

7 in terview openings

1993
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD

MONSANTO COMPANY - MIS Division
Work locations:
St . Louis, MO ., Chicago, IL.,
New orleans, U., Cincinnati, OH

OMJ\HJ\,

NEBRJ\SKJ\

TURN IN RESUMES:

Int e rviewing:

Computer Science
Electrical Engineers
Management Systems

WHERE:

Requirements:
3.0 GPA or above,
USA Citizenship,
Academic level of appl iC ?n ts:
at least 60 credit
hou rs completed by the end of the pr esent semester.

Thursday, February 4 , 1993

3030 Norwood Hall, co -op Offi ce

COLLECT I NG RESUME S ON:

Mechanical Engineers
Civil Engi neers
Electrica l Engineers (CAN-

CELLED ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING SCHEDULE ONLY)

start work summer 93
REQUIREMENTS:

2 _7 GPA OR ABOVE_

1 hour interviews

Sign - up date:
1 sched ules -

Thursday

January 28

1993

10 in terview openings

Monsanto will have an orientation session:
Thursday, feb. 11, 1993
Uni v. Center - East, Meramec Room
7: 00 pm
All interviewees must attend the orientation
session .

INTERVIEW DATE:

FRIDAY,

FEBRUARY 26,

1993

Union Pacific RB, Omaha, Nebraska has requested
resumes for pre - screening.
Drop off a copy of your
co - op resume on the above turn-in resume date.
List of selected students will be available at the
co - op office on Thursday, Feb. 18.
Information meeting scheduled Thursday, Feb. 25
in the Univ. Center - East, Meramec Room, 6:00 pm.
All stUdents interviewing with Union Pacific RR
are encouraged t o attend .

.........................................
Intervie ..... date:

Thursday

February 11

1993

UNION ELECTRIC
St. Louis , Missouri
InterJie ..... ing:

Interview date:

Thursday

Feb. 18

1993

HUTCHINSON TECHNOLOGIES
Hutchinson, Mi nnesota

Electrical, Mechanical, Civil, Nuclear

Interv iewing : Electrical, Mechan ical, Chemical E.

Requirements; 2.5 GPA or above.
Must be legally eli 9 ible for employment in the US.
Academic level of
applicants :
at least 75 credit hours completed at the
end of the present semester.
Must have taken or are
taking some j unior level cources.

Requi rements: 2.8 GPA or above.
Academic level of
applic ants:
at least 72 credit hou rs completed at the
end of the present semester.

Sign - up date :

Sign - up date :

Thursday

January 28

1993

2 schedu'.es - 26 interview openings

,. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * •••••••• *

Thursday

Feb.

4

1993

2 schedules - 24 i nterview openings
Information meeting Wed., Feb. 17, 1993
7 - 8 pm Mark TWain Room, Univ . Center - East
All students interviewing with Hutchinson
must attend

7

_

_

_

_
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Ht.: NT ER ENGINEERING COMPAN Y
ST. LOL'IS , MI SS OL" RI
Tt.' RlI IN RESUMES:

SC!1edul e - : 1 intenll e ...· openlngs

WHERE:

friday,

COL LECl INC RES UMES ON:
!nte!'V i ew date:

Monday

Feb . 22

1993

ETHYL PET ROLEl,lo{ 1..0DITIVES
Sauget, !11 1no1s
rnt.ern e .... in:;:

Re aui rements:
3 . 0 GPA or above.
Authorize d t.o .... o rk
1n · i.: SA.
Acadetr.lc leve l of app l icants :
at least 3 D
cred 1 t hours comp l et.ed at. t.he end of the present
semester.
start loIork summer 93

!

~

feb. S

El e c tr ica 1 Eng 1 neers
Mechar. l ca 1 Eng 1 neers

REQUIREMENTS:
3.0 gpa or above.
Academic le v e l of
app l i c ants:
at least 7 5 cred:t h ou rs complete d at the
end of the present. semester.
start .... ork fall 5 3

Chemical Eng i neers

S i gn-:;p d at.e:

fe b .

30 30 Norwood lia l i , Co - cr. Cf: ;ce

' 993

INTERVIEW DATE:

MONDA Y,

~.A.R C H

a,

J5Cjo 3

Hunter Engineer i ng , S t. . Lou i s , HO h a s request
ed
resumes for pre-scree ni ng .
Dr op of : a cop y of
co - op resume on the a b ove turn- l n res u ce d at e. yOllr
Lis t
of selected students .... ill be a v a il ab l e at the
co - ap
office on Tuesday , feb . 2 3 .

..

"""".""

..... ........ ........ ....... ........ .
,,

"

""

"

schedule - 12 intervie ...' openings

THE PACL MUELLER COMPAN Y
Spr i ngfie l d , Mi sso u r i
Interview i ng:
GENERA;" ELE CTRIC
Spr i ngfIeld , M.Issour i
I nterv::.e ... i ng:

Electrica l Engineers
Mechan i cal Engineers

Chemica l Engineers
Computer Sc ience
Electr i cal Engi neers
Hechar,ica l Engineers
HetD. ll urg i ca 1 En gineers

Requ i rements:
2,5 GPA or above.
Academi c l e v e : a !
appl icarts:
at least 60 eredl t hours comp l eted at -:; he
end of the present. semester.

RE:qu i ret:'lent.s :
3.5 GPA or above .
Academ i c leve l of applicant .s :
at. least 3 D cred it
hours cOr.lplet.ed at the end of the present semester.

start .... ork summer or fall 9 )

start. .... ork sumner 93

Tu rn i n resumes:

Tu..- :-: 1n resur-.es:

RESl.rMES ONLY.
Co - op appl icat ions anI)".
Company .... i 1 1
not be int.erview ir.g on campus,
Students .... i1l be
notified directly fro m The Paul Mueller Company
it
they are ir.tereste d in in~ervie""ing you.

Tuesday

fe b. 9

:+ 993

RESL1-!ES Ot;i.:i . Co -op applicat 10ns only . Compan
y ... i ll
n o t. be Inr.ery'ie ;"·:ng on campus,
S tudents .... 111 be
n ot : fled dire c t. ly f rom GE If th ey are intereste
o in
:n'tenn e;.: i ng you.

:n te :-Vl ew lnq :

ce r ar.: ic EngIne ers

or fa!:

Turn in res ujJ es :

';'~t:rsdav

<;;
.e ~

RESuMES O~lLY.
C(.I - Op app::cat
nc t bE: i n te :--Jle ...·lng on C'a:;;;:n; ~
:1 o t i ! i ed dl r ect lv fre ~ ~ :: :- . ~:
lnter es'ted i n l n t.e rvle ·... ;:·

195:;

"

"

"

Tuesday

March

19~3

BROWN SH OE COMPANY
Work l ocations:
Stee lvi lle and Piedmont , HO

REq:.J! r e:ne:1 t.s:
2. 6 CPA c:- above .
Academl c leve l o!
aj:p . ;cant.s:
at. leas'..: 1 1) -~9 c r edi t h o u r s completed at.
tr.~ e:"lo of t he p re sent s emes
t er.
star-t !",I od:

feb . 16

.... ........... "."." ...... ........ ....... .
I n tervie .... date'

KOH LE R COMPANY
Ko h! er . \0.' Iscons i n

Tuesday

~

.,s o n ly.
Compan y ·..·11 .
S t udents '.0'1 11 b e
~ a'!'"le'::t:.a If t ney a :- e

:nt.ervielo.' ing:

Engineeri ng Manageme nt ,
Heehanica l

Requ i rements :
2.5 GPA or above.
Ac ademl c level of app l icants :
at least 60 credlt.
nours completed at t.he end of the present semeste
r.
start ...,ork summer 93
S l gn-up dat.e:

Tuesday

Feb.

16

199)

.. sched ill e - 13 l.nt e rv i e .... open i ngs

..........................................
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Wednesday, February 3, 1993

Missouri Miner

Co-op Continued
IBM T.J. WATSON RESEARCH CENTER
Yorktown Heights and Hawthorne, New York
Watlow Electric
St. Louis, Missouri

Interv iewing:

Interviewing:

Mechan i cal Engineers

Requirements:

3.0 GPA or above.

Turn i n

r~sumes'

Tuesday

feb.

16

199)

RESUMES ONLY.
Co-op appl ications only.
comp'a~y will
not be interviewing on campus . Students wifl be
notified directly from Watlow if they are int~~es. ted
in interviewing you.

••••••••••••••• *' •••••• •••••••••••••••••••
Interview date'

Wednesday

ADVANCED CIRCU ITRY DIV

Harch 3

LITTO~

Math , Chemical Engineers, Chemistry,
Civil Engineers, Computer Science,
Electrical Eng ineers, Me'chanical
Engineers, Metallurgical Engine~rs

Requiremehts:
3.0 GPA or above.
Acaaemic' level of
applicants:
at least 30-59 credit hours completed at
the end of the present semester.
start work summer 93
Turn in resumes:

Tuesday

Feb

23

199"

RESUMES ONLY.
Co-op appl i cations only.
Company will
not be interviewing on campus . Students will be
notified directly from IBM is they are interested in
interviewing you.

1993

INDUSTRIES

Springfield , Missouri
Interviewing :

Electrical and Mechanical
Engineers

COOPER PCWER SYSTEMS

Franksville, Wisconsin
Interviewing :

Requirements:
2.5 GPA or above. Academic level of
applicants:
at least )0 credit hours c.vmpleted at the
end of the present semester .
S tart work summer 93
S i an-up date:

Wed

Electrical Engineers

Requirements ! 3. 5 GPA or above. . Academic level of
applicants:
at least 30 -59 credit hours completed at
the end of the present semester .
start work fall 93

Feb

17

1993

Turn in resumes '

2 schedules - 20 interview openings

...... ................. ..................

Tuesday

Feb. 23. 1993

RESUMES ONLY . Co-op applications only . Company wili
not be interviewing on campus . Students wi ll be
notified directly from Cooper Power if they are
interested in interviewing you .

• •• * ••••••••• * ••••••••••••••••••••••••• *.
OLIN CORPCRATION

Independence, Missouri
Interviewing :

Requirements:

Interview date :

Chemi c al, Computer Science, Electrical,
Mechanical, Non Science Engr .

start work summer 93
Tu rn in resumes;

Wed .

feb . 17. 1993

RESUMES ONLY.
co-op applications only.
Company will
not be interviewing on campus.
Students will be
notified directly from Olin if they are interested in
interviewing you.

March 10

1993

Southard, Oklahoma and Sperry, Iowa
Interviewing:

2.8 GPA or abov e.

Wed

US GYPSUM

Mining Engineers
Mechanical Engineers
Engineering Management

Requirements:
2 . 5 GPA or abov e. Academic level of
applicants : at least 60-89 credit hours completed at
the end of the present semester.

Sign-up date:

Wednesday

1-1/2 schedules -

feb

24

1993

18 interview openings

••••••••••• ** * •• * •••••••••• * •• '* •• * •••••••
WOLF CREEK NUCLEAR OPER. CO.
Burl ington , Kansas
Interviewing :

Nuclear Engineers

IBM ' CORPCRATION

Bu rlington, Vermont
Requirements: Academic level of applicants:
at least
60 credit hours completed at the end of the present
semester .
Be authorized for permanent or full-time
e mployment in the US for other than practical training.

Interv i ewing :

Chemical Engineers
Chemistry
Electrical Engineers
Mechanical Engineers
Physics

Requirements :

none listed

work June 1, 1993 through December 31, 1993
Turn in reSumesj

Thursday

Feb

18

1993

Turn in resumes '

Wed .

feb

24

i

1
1
,I
,I
'I

1993

RESUMES ONLY.
Co-op applications only.
Company will
no t be i nterviewing on campus. Students will be
noti fie d directly from Wolf Creek if they are interested in i nterv i ewing you.

RESUMES ONLY.

................... " ••••••••••••••• * ••••••• '*

••••• '**. ** •••••• * •••• * ••• * •••••••• '** '* '* •••

Co-op applications only.

1
1

Company will

not be intervieWing on cdmpus.
Students will be
notified direc tly from IBM if they are interested in
interviewing with you .

.I

1

1
1
1

~

r

1
1

ELE CTROSPACE SYSTEMS INC. - A CHRYSLER COMPAN Y
Richardson, Texas
(Dallas Texas area)

ARJ<ANSAS BEST

Ft. Smi th. Arkansas

Interv iewi.1g:

Computer Science,
El ectrical Engineers

Interviewing:

Requirements:
required .

3.0 GPA or above.

Requirements:
3 .75 or above .
manent resident visa.

US Citizensh i p

Note:
per c o mpany instructions - students are
responsible fo r own housing arrangements. They will
prov ide apartment gu i des.
Turn in resumes'

Thursday

Feb

18

19 9 3

RESUMES ON LY. Co - op appl ications only.
Company will
not be interviewi ng on campus.
Students will be
notified directly from Electrospace Systems if they
are interested i n intervie ..... i ng you.

Compute r Science
US citizenship or per-

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
I.,

Start work summer or fall 93
Turn in resumes '

Wed .

Feb . 24

1993

RESUMES ONLY.
Co - o p appl ications only.
Cc:>mpany will
not be interv i ew ing on campu s.
Students w11 1 be
not if .led d i rectly from Arkansas Best if they are
i nterested in interviewing you .
YOU MUST BE REGISTERED WITH THE CO-OP 'OPPICE BEPORE
YOU CAN SIGli -UP POR INTERVIEWS.
1U!GISTER EARLY.

8

ilIsnb,,//
3,1993

~

~

- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - Wednesday, February 3, 1993

Missouri Miner

Co- op C on tin ue d
ADDITION TO FEBRUARY 1993 CO-OP INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
CO -O P EMPLOYMENT - ADDITI ON -

IDtervi." d.ate:

Interview d ote'

ANHEUSER BUSCH

St . Louis , Miasouri

Requirem ents:
2.5 CPA or above. US Citizens only .
Academic level of applican ts: at leaat 70 credit
hours completed at the end of the pre •• nt •• mester
.

Interview ing:

F.b . 12

1993

Beqin work Mayor Jun. of 1993 and .nd in Dec.mber

1993 .

5 sch.dul •• - 1 for E.E., Ch.£ . .. Pow.r • Control.
Syst.ms Group

Morcb

199)

Mechanic al Engineers
Computer Sc i ence

Requ i rements: 2.0 GPA. or above. Junior. tor computer
Science Schedule - freshman or abov e for Mechanic
al
En<iin.ar schedule
Sign-up dote '

Friday

Tuesday

ALCO CONTROLS
ST. LOU ! S, MISSOURI

Interview ing :
Electrica l Engin •• rs, Chemical Engineera, Computer Science, Mechanic al Enqineer ., Engineering Manageme nt , Civil Engineera

Sign-up dot.;

PAGE 3

Frid.ay, Pebruary 2', 19'3

Tuesday

February 16

1993

2 schedules - I-M . E . - 10 interview openings
l-e . Sc . " 10 int.rvi.w openinq.

.........................................

1 for E.E . , C.Sc. - Enqin •• rinq Dev.lopm.nt
1 for M. E . , Ch.E . -

Packa91n9 ,

Shipping

for Engin•• ring Manaq_n t, M.E., C.E.

Enq1neer1 nq Planning

1 for E.E., C . E., Ch.E., M.E .

affaira group

- Util1ty

...................................................
Job d.scripti ons available at the co"op ottie••

LEXIIARJ(
LEXINGTON , KElITUCJ(Y
TURN IN RESUMES:

MCDONNELL DOUGlAS AIRCRAFT

WEDNESDAY.,

St . Loui., Missouri

WHERE:

'I'URH IN RESUMES:

COLLECTIN G RESUMES ON :

WHERE:

WEDNESDAY , FEB 3, 1993

3030 NORWOOD HALL, CO-OP OFFICE

COLLECTIN G RESUMES ON :

SCIE;~CE

REQUIREM ENTS:

3.0 GPA OR ABOVE.

(Scientif ic).

·IilECHANICAL ENGINEERS

REQUIREME NTS: 3 . 0 GPA OR ABOVE.
ACADEMIC LEVEL OF
APPLICANT S :
AT LEAST 45 CREDIT HOURS COMPLETED AT THE
END OF THE PRESENT SEMESTER .
US CITIZENSH IP

INTERVIEW DATE :

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS AND
ELECTRICA L ENCINEERS (SOF'nlARE
EMPHASIS)

AEROSPACE ENGINEERS

COMPUTER

FEB . 3, 1993

3030 NORWOOD HALL, CO-OP OFFICE

WEDNESDAY, FEB . 24, 1993

MCDONNELL DOUGlAS, ST . LOUIS, MISSOURI HAS
REQUESTED
RESUMES FOR PRE-SCREE NING.
DROP OFF A COPY OF YOUR
CO-OP RESUME ON THE ABOVE TURN-IN RESUME DATE.
LIST
OF SELECTED STUDENTS WILL BE AVAIlABLE AT THE
CO-OP
OFFICE ON TUESDAY, FEB . 16 , 1993 •

INTERVIEW DATE:

WEDNESDAY,

FEB. 24,

1993

LEXMARJ( , LEXINGTON , KENTUCKY HAS REQUESTEU
RESUMES FOR
PRE-SCREE NING .
DROP OFF A COPY OF YOUR CO-OP RESUME
ON THE ABOVE TURN-IN RESUME DATE.
LIST OF SELECTED
STUDENTS WILL BE AVAIlABLE AT THE CO-OP OFF
ICE ON
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 17, 1993.

..................................................

.........................................
"I Love You" 7 Balloon Bunch
with attractive weight filled
w/candy kisses

NOTE:

1 Mylar & 5 Red

Balloons

with attractive weight

$7.98
!w/('<.nrl vkiss base $10.98

To participa te in co-op you must meet the
following requireme nts :
enroll and p as s 12 c red it hours - ful l-ti me
status, 6 credit hours in the summer
semester and overall gpa must be at least

a 2.0

not be on scho l astic probation
work schedules approved:
summer and fall
together, spring and summer t.ogether, al terna
ting work/ school, wo r k / school, etc.
SCHEDULE
NOT APPROVED:
WORK FALL AND SPRING TOGETHER .
YOU MUST NOT BE AWAY FROM CAMPUS FOR A FULL
YEAR, SUCH AS A FALL AND SPRING SEMESTER
TOGETHER.
THIS WILL NOT BE CALLED CO - OP.
WORKING JUST SUMMERS IS NOT CO - OP.
March 1 i st ... ill be available f r iday, Feb.

19 .

Plea se let the Co-op Office kn ow imm ediately
of any acceptanc e of an offer.

--- ....----------------------
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STAl'\fDS F'OR ...

I

Hcally Architl."Ct.s

in hl·lpin..: individual:-; build

fI

Hl'l('nlion Agcnl'l

dul' tu HH' llualil y of con lad a n

I

Hl1 isi ng

Awu rc~ ncss

I

IIHlatinm: fu r lifl' .

: 101'

wu rk you ,.)t"rfurm.

nlurt~

s tudt·nl..... rt'mllin in

lU; :' ' gi '''

uf is..... ues and ofsl' lf fur bot h t ht . I"psidt'nls oflhl." hulls and for your own hl'ighu-' ncd

Rl'Iiuble Arbilrator

I

!-;\l!l t , '

(!S pet.:lall), in th e handling:

urdh~ pul ei' tx~ lwcen

Hiskin.: Academ ics

on your purt if yo u do nol s tudy and utili z(' clT(..'Ctivl' timl'

Hand y A.... lee p

at
for

Ii

proj.X'r hou r du(' to

~ tud (~ nt..s

th l~

uwart'oe~ .

room ate!' or rf·t; idt·nt.l' of your noor.
ll1ana~I"m cn t

1

s trulcbl} ('S .

activity on your n oo r .

at a tilll(' of ill!cd.

Responsible Adminislrutor by proccs-'1ing papt'rw urk in u tiulI!ly no d accurate manner .
Hl' lu ctllnt Artieulalor

of $omc tim('s unpopular polieit,s, dt'cisiuns or proceduft..>f;.

l{cnd c ring Al!lhority or
Rule Anlugonis!s

Ph')w by Janon Hansen

Prodor & Gamble sl'0nsor~d lilf lirst annual" Evening with Profes.O;:;)nal
Women in Manufacturing" dinner 2nd social event on Th:Jrsday, January
2~th, 1993. The event was ktenrie:i to introduce the opportunities ~vailable
iv th e manufacturin:; wyirorl!!lent to the next generation or .Horessional
women It UMR. Two $2')0 scholarships were also donated to t!Je Society of
w() m~'-I £ngineers. Pictu ..,, '! 2bove are (left to right): Debbie '''olfe(SWE),
L 'llIfa Clemson (SWE), Kathy B:'own (P&G J, Karen Cox (S;VE), and Karen
K ' ,~e (SWE).

Recognizing Alcoholism

Ilnd oth ,:r prubh!ms as.... ocialt~ d with th t! stre~ nnd indepcn dunce experienced by collt'gc studenhl,

Reliable Appn·nticc

as ),o u st rive to assist the individual~ on your Ooor.
a~king for help is not a sign of weakness .

Real Adhesive

that pulls a Ooor tCl;c thur and

Hare Academy

of individuals who care

I"
I

~

If I
1f1

Iq

~tl

IO-county service area. Each newspaper then had the discretion of choosing
if and when it printed the information.
It is linfortunate that the press release
appeared in the Missouri Miner on
December 2. however, that was an
oversight beyond my control.
Until very recently. women had
been all but forgotten in the HIV/ AIDS
epidemic. both in education for prevention and in medical research for
treatment. It was not until the 8th
International Conference on AIDS
was seen as a priority for the firsttime.
thus I made women and AIDS my priority for World AIDS Day 1992.
Statistics show that women are
the fastest growing group of people.

a b o ~t

initiau! ~

ulway~

T

keeping in mind your limits and that

the dl'vclopmcnt of community.

th eir pet'rs and

wh~ e

position has

IJ

major irnpuct on so muny .

In Short, Really Astounding!!

n

FOR MORE INFORMATION ... CONTACT THE OFFICE OF
RESIDENTIAL LIFE, 104 NORWOOD HALL

Letter to the Editor
Dear Editor,
This is in response to Barbara
Drescher's letter." AIDS - I think men
need a program" which appeared in
January 20. 1993 issue of the Missouri
Miner.
As the Community Affairs Coordinator for Planned Parenthood of the
Central Ozarks (PPCO). I coordinated
the World AIDS Day program on
December I. 1992 titled. "Women
and AIDS : Protecting Ourselves and
Those We Love."
Several days prior to the program. I mailed press releases to all
local newspapers. including the Missouri Miner. in the hopes of extending
an invitation to all women in PPCO 's

as you an' somdinH's perc('ivcd by litudcnts, ulthough we know studcn18 bent·fit from leurning
r(~~p()ns iLle or apprupri:.lu, h('huvior .

were s·

mony.
Spring!

Applications are now available for the 1993-94 year
at 104 Norwood Hall. The deadline is Feb. 19.

Seda1i~
Lou~.

Th,

propose
policyo
asked rh

Don't miss this one-of-a-kind opportunity!

>J\I\tl~

with AIDS in the U.S .• and that AIDS
has been increasingly transmitted
through heterosexual . intercourse.
(During unprotected vaginal intercourse . it is much easier for a male te
transmit HIV to a female than it is for
a female t... transmit HIV to a male.)
Of all U.S. AIDS case diagnoses in
1981. 3.2 percent were among females. By 1990. the number had increased to 11.5 percent. In 1985.250

Only In Rolla
r-------------------~

cases of AIDS in the U.S. due to
heterosexual contact were reported.
By 1990. the number had increased to
3.100 case -a 12- fold increase.
Worldwide. over 90 percent of the
adults infected between April 1991
and January 1992 acquired HIV from
heterosexual intercourse.
Panned Parenthood
of the Central Ozarks

Hobart

Conuni
report k

from page 3

under considerable pressure to
knuckle under and be more "reasonable" than his predecessors - which
means we can expect four years of
unrestrained Congressional misbehavior. We can only hope the Republic will survive it.

UA
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~

by Rob Hobart

;;;.;;;;;;;,;

Rolla.
MiSSouri
Rolla SllJ
d'n~ w~
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